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Abstract
In Greek, transitivity alternations are expressed using the non-active voice resulting in a
morphological underspecification. Essentially, passives and reflexives in Greek, among
other structures, can be expressed using the same form; context is often the only means
of disambiguation. This study investigates the acquisition of transitivity alternations in
Greek comparing two bilingual populations namely, Greek-German and Greek-English
bilinguals between the ages of 4 and 8. This study was motivated by the lack of research
on the acquisition of transitivity alternations in bilingual populations. It examines whether
the dominant language, in this case German and English respectively, interacts with the
heritage language, Greek, as they both evolve morphologically. English and German differ
from Greek in the way they express reflexivity and passivisation and posed an interesting
area of research. 80 bilingual children as well as 40 monolingual children a baseline task:
Renfrew’s (1998) Expressive Vocabulary Task adapted for Greek by Vogindroukas (2009)
and two experimental tasks: a truth-value judgement task (TVJT) and an act-out task
(AOT). The findings show that children across populations scored worst in passives thus
replicating the results in previous literature.
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Zusammenfassung
In Griechisch werden Transitivitätsänderungen durch non-aktives Genus Verbi (Voice)
ausgedrückt, was zu einer morphologischen Unterspezifikation führt. Grundsätzlich kön-
nen passive und reflexive Verben im Griechischen (neben anderen Strukturen) mit derselben
Form ausgedrückt werden. Oft ist der Kontext das einzige Mittel zur Disambiguierung.
Diese Studie untersucht den Erwerb von Transitivitätsalternationen (transitivity alterna-
tions) bei griechischen monolingualen Kindern im Vergleich zu zwei zweisprachigen
Populationen, nämlich griechisch-deutschen und griechisch-englischen Kindern im Alter
zwischen 4 und 8 Jahren. Es wird untersucht, ob beim Erwerb der jeweiligen morpholo-
gischen Systeme die dominante Sprache, in diesem Fall Deutsch bzw. Englisch, mit der
Erbsprache (Heritagesprache) Griechisch interagiert. Englisch und Deutsch unterschei-
den sich vom Griechischen, indem sie Reflexivität und Passivierung anders ausdrücken,
und stellen deswegen ein interessantes Forschungsgebiet dar. In der Studie wurden 80
zweisprachige Kinder sowie 40 einsprachige Kinder untersucht. Sie sollten die folgen-
den “Spiele” absolvieren: Renfrews (1998) expressive Vokabelaufgabe, angepasst an
das Griechische von Vogindroukas (2009), sowie zwei experimentelle Aufgaben: eine
Wahrheitsbewertungsaufgabe (truth-value judgement task) und eine Handlungsaufgabe
(act-out task). Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass Passive Verben sind hingegen am schwierigsten
zu verstehen und zu produzieren, sowohl für zweisprachige als auch für monolinguale
griechische Kinder.
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1.1 Introduction: The broader linguistic debate
Studies of how children acquire language in early development facilitate our understanding
of the biological roots of language. Linguistic research is best interpreted against the
backdrop of the fundamental debate about whether the human brain is hardwired to acquire
language and is, as such, genetically determined by nature, or whether language is a
manifestation of linguistic experience whereby input holds a central role in the acquisition
of linguistic knowledge. A number of studies have provided evidence that children possess
early knowledge of several linguistic properties. Beyond what children comprehend, a
number of studies have also uncovered instances of late knowledge. That is, instances of
linguistic properties that children do no possess at stage x of their development but that
they acquire at a later stage z.
The question that then arises is how does the child progress from stage x to z? Are
certain mechanisms amenable to maturation? Is everything available from birth? Propo-
nents of either side of the debate have put forward theories that attempt to capture the
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developmental stages in which children acquire different linguistic properties, providing
justifications that support their respective arguments.
One side of the debate argues for the universality of language. Chomsky (1965, p. 24)
argues that languages are governed by a Universal Grammar (UG) and children at birth
are genetically predisposed to acquire the language they will later become native speakers
of by setting the different parameters as they go through the different developmental stages.
The Minimalist Program proposed by Chomsky (1995) is largely built on these ideas. His
claims rest on the "poverty of the stimulus" (PoS) argument put forward by him in 1965
and formalised in 1980 (Chomsky, 1965, 1980). The main idea underpinning PoS is that
children, when acquiring their first language, make generalisations that are not found in
their input. Therefore, Chomsky proposes that these generalisations can be best explained
by innate knowledge.
Conversely, the other side of the debate argues for a usage-based account in which
children acquire their native language by being exposed to consistent and rich input and by
being given ample opportunities to elicit the linguistic properties of that language from that
input. Characteristic of this theory is the argument of "frequency" which is captured in one
of the main aphorisms of this approach: "structure emerges from use" (Tomasello, 2003).
According to this approach, the more frequent a structure is present in the child’s input,
the more salient it becomes, and, hence, the more likely it is to be acquired earlier than
other properties. Crucially, from this perspective, language acquisition does not involve a
dedicated language acquisition device. Rather, it involves general cognitive skills such as
intention-reading and pattern-finding (Tomasello, 2003, p. 69).
Both early and late linguistic knowledge becomes apparent to linguists by conducting
carefully designed experiments which are then analysed accordingly. Linguistic research
has revealed that seemingly adult-like performance in some domains of the language may
be concealing deficits in others and vice versa. That is, what may come across as lack of
knowledge can underlie substantial knowledge of some other domains, making it crucial
to investigate both the comprehension and production of certain linguistic phenomena.
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In this study, we are concerned with linguistic phenomena that pertain to both of these
types of linguistic structures. We investigate the acquisition of transitivity alternations and,
in particular, the acquisition of passives and reflexives in bilingual children. Both of these
types of alternations bear on the maturation of syntax, some of the earliest hypotheses
formed to explain them, and the timeline of their acquisition. For instance, studies have
shown that reflexive constructions are acquired early across languages in contrast to
passives which, with a few exceptions, exhibit a delay with children not performing
adult-like until the age of seven in some languages.
The populations under investigation comprise of Greek-English and Greek-German
bilingual children and Greek monolingual children between the ages of four and eight. The
motivation in choosing to investigate these populations stems from the lack of research on
the acquisition of Voice alternations within bilingual populations. Studying monolingual
speakers has allowed researchers to extrapolate and theorise about the structures and mech-
anisms that underlie these alternations within each language and, in turn, to combine the
findings to create a unified account for their derivation and acquisition cross-linguistically.
Consequently, while monolingual populations of different languages have been extensively
investigated and have contributed to the formulation of some of the seminal analyses of
the passive and reflexive alternations, bilingual populations have not received the same
amount of attention.
Furthermore, this thesis is probing children’s knowledge of these two alternations by
investigating both the comprehension and the production of passives and reflexives. By
doing so, it hopes to capture the trajectory of their acquisition in the specific bilingual
populations it investigates and to uncover seemingly adult-like performance that masks
gaps in knowledge as well as deficiencies that mask existing knowledge. Ultimately, it
aspires to shed some light on when bilingual children begin to understand and produce
these alternations and to inform current theories working towards a universal account
of transitivity alternations. Here we have placed a primary focus on comprehension.
The reason for this is that a number of studies which have reported difficulties with the
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acquisition of passives have done so by investigating solely their production. We believe
that investigating their comprehension, in addition to production, might reveal earlier
markers of understanding and processing of transitivity alternations which precede their
production. By incorporating a forced-production condition in the study, we hope to
also capture the beginnings of their production and, possibly, their development until full
mastery.
The bilingual children chosen for this study are acquiring two languages which employ
different morphological markers for the derivation of these structures and which also mark
transitivity alternations differently on the verb. In addition to observing the trajectory of
bilingual children in acquiring transitivity alternations, we were also interested in how
it compares to that of monolingual children, bearing in mind that bilingual children are
acquiring two systems simultaneously. As it has been shown, in languages such as Greek,
passives are not fully productive until the age of seven, making the bilingual populations
in this study an interesting case-study. Considering that their dominant language is either
German or English respectively, it will hopefully be helpful to understand whether the
acquisition of these alternations in Greek is aided, delayed, or follows the exact same
trajectory as that of monolingual Greek children.
All in all, the main debate that lies at the heart of linguistics is the question of how we
acquire language; what is it that triggers this seamless acquisition mechanism and what
is necessary for its success. In trying to answer this question, researchers have chosen to
focus on the different linguistic domains. This study places itself alongside studies on the
acquisition of syntax and morphology, choosing to hone in on bilingual populations.
This thesis is structured as follows. The rest of Chapter 1 delves into the key concepts
related to the phenomena under investigation. Section 1.2 illustrates what transitivity
alternations are and what they look like in English through a series of examples. The
examples are further validated through the grammaticality judgements of English
native speakers. Section 1.3 provides an overview of the concept of transitivity
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and introduces some key definitions and studies. It starts by presenting traditional
definitions of transitivity as proposed by Hopper and Thompson (1982), Jacobsen
(1985), and Lazard (1998). It further elucidates relevant terminology namely, agent,
patient, and verbal modality as they relate to transitivity. Section 1.4 scrutinises
transitivity alternations and identifies some of the key contributions that have been
made to the way we analyse them cross-linguistically. The different kinds of tran-
sitivity alternations are mentioned and the two alternations this study investigates
are further contextualised. Kittilä’s (2012) distinction of transitivising and detran-
sitivising alternations is presented alongside some of the fundamental concepts
related to the acquisition of passives. Moreover, Borer and Wexler’s seminal work
from the A-chain deficit hypothesis (Borer and Wexler, 1987) to Wexler’s Universal
Phase Requirement Hypothesis (Wexler, 2004) is discussed. Section 1.5 presents
the case of the Greek non-active Voice. Prominent accounts elaborated on include
Alexiadou et al.’s (2015) approach to Voice and the Greek passive and Tsimpli’s
(2006) discussion of Voice in Greek. Finally, section 1.6 looks at specific examples
of transitivity alternations in English, Greek, and German to illustrate the different
heuristics involved in their derivation and production. Particular focus is placed on
disentangling the different hypotheses that have been put forward for these three
languages. Zombolou’s (2004) findings on the differences between verbs that are
passivisable in Greek and German as well as their morphological realisations are
discussed.
Chapter 2 is concerned with the theoretical background and previous research that under-
pins transitivity alternations. Section 2.1 begins with an overview of some of the
seminal work conducted within this domain. Section 2.2 discusses the acquisition of
argument structure and the two most prominent accounts that have been put forward.
Sections 2.3 and 2.4 discuss the literature on the cross-linguistic acquisition and
derivation of passives and reflexives respectively. Section 2.5 presents specific ex-
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amples of their acquisition and derivation in English, German, and Greek. Sections
2.6 and 2.7 discuss Voice acquisition in bilinguals and monolinguals respectively.
Chapter 3 introduces the present study, its aims, research questions, predictions, experi-
mental design and the procedures/protocols followed. Section 3.1 stipulates the main
aims of the study, section 3.2 states the specific research questions that motivated
the study as well as the predictions stemming from them. Section 3.3 specifies
the methodology applied and the experimental design. The participants and their
characteristics are presented followed by the pilot study as well as the baseline task
that was used to create a baseline for the participants that were included in the study.
Section 3.4 presents the baseline task and Section 3.5 presents the first task of this
study namely, the truth-value judgement task; the materials and procedure followed
are delineated. Similarly, section 3.6 presents the second task of this study namely,
the act-out task; the materials and procedure followed for these tasks are delineated.
Chapter 4 presents the findings of the current study. Section 4.1 explains the coding
procedure followed to prepare the raw data for the statistical analyses that followed
as well as the scoring schemes that were implemented. Section 4.2 introduces the
models and packages that were used for the statistical analyses and further justifies
this choice. Section 4.3 presents the results of the first task; all of the outcome
variables and the findings are discussed in detail. In addition to this, the error
distribution patterns that emerged from the findings are further analysed. Section 4.4
presents the results of the second task; all of the outcome variables and the findings
are discussed in detail. In addition to this, the error distribution patterns that emerged
from the findings are further analysed. Section 4.5 summarises the results of the
second experiment and section 4.6 looks at the emerging error patterns.
Chapter 5 concludes this thesis. Section 5.1 discusses the main findings against the
backdrop of previous research and evaluates their relevance for the theory. Section
5.2 comments on the strengths of the present study and its contributions. Section
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5.3 comments on the limitations of the present study. Section 5.4 suggests further
avenues worth pursuing for future research.
1.2 Transitivity alternations: An example
Consider the following two English sentences:
(1) a. Lena is getting dressed
b. Lena is getting dressed by her mum
While the interpretation of these two sentences may seem straightforward at first glance,
sentence (1b) poses more of a computational challenge once the interpreter arrives at the
by-phrase. Up until that point in the sentence, Lena is the only agent; only when the
by-phrase is introduced does it become apparent that Lena is not getting dressed herself
but instead her mum is dressing her. Most English native speakers have a clear preference
for the reflexive interpretation as in sentence (1a). In other words, if the by-phrase were to
be omitted in sentence (1b), the default interpretation of the sentence would overlap with
the interpretation of sentence (1a). In addition to this, the semantics of the verb dress is
ordinarily associated with the action of someone getting dressed without any external help
so in this case, we would expect Lena to be the agent and the one doing the "dressing."
Correspondingly, sentence (1b) goes against that default interpretation and introduces
another agent. From a syntactic point of view, passives, and especially long passives,
are generated through a more complex derivation process and this is reflected in longer
processing times (Kirby, 2010; Maratsos, 1974). The ambiguity created in sentence (1b)
partly stems from a pragmatic standpoint based on the default semantics of the verb dress;
it is not immediately transparent why it is the case that Lena is getting dressed by her mum.
To elucidate this, consider, for instance, the following two sentences:
(2) a. Little Lena is getting dressed
b. Little Lena is getting dressed by her mum
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In this case, most English native speakers are able to compute both sentences with
the same degree of ease. This is especially interesting because sentence (2b) includes a
by-phrase as in sentence (1b). However, world knowledge facilitates the comprehension
of sentence (2b): it is conventional for children to receive external help when dressing
or at least it becomes less surprising that Lena’s mum is dressing her once the additional
information that Lena is a child is computed. At this point it should be noted that sentence
(2b) is still not the most natural way of expressing the event. A more straightforward way
of rephrasing it, and perhaps one that is preferred, would be to use the active voice as in
sentence (3):
(3) Lena’s mum dressed her
In fact, carrying out grammaticality judgements with native speakers of English di-
vulged a clear preference for the active over the passive voice, which in some cases is
deemed unnatural or even understood as ungrammatical. Table 1.1 shows the intuitions
of twenty (20) native speakers with regard to the above-mentioned examples; they were
asked to categorise them based on whether they thought they sounded natural/grammatical
(meaning they thought the sentence was an acceptable English sentence), ungrammatical
(meaning they thought the sentence contained an error), or unnatural (meaning they thought
the sentence was a correct English sentence but they would not use it).
Sentences Grammatical Ungrammatical Unnatural
Lena is getting dressed 100%
Lena is getting dressed by her mum 60% 10% 30%
Little Lena is getting dressed 100%
Little Lena is getting dressed by her mum 90% 10%
Lena’s mum dressed her 100%
Table 1.1 Grammaticality judgements from 20 native speakers of English
There was an overwhelming consensus that sentences (1a), (2a), and (3) were 100%
grammatical English sentences, followed by sentence (2b) which had a 90% grammaticality
rating with only 10% of the speakers judging it to be unnatural. In contrast to this, sentence
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(1b) had a 60% grammaticality rating while 10% of the speakers deemed it ungrammatical
and 30% deemed it unnatural. This serves to show that semantics and world knowledge
can drive interpretation preferences and, at least in English, passive constructions are more
marked. That is to say, they are the least preferred way of expressing the meaning of a
sentence such as (3).
All of the above examples illustrate what transitivity alternations are, specifically
active-to-passive Voice alternations, what the differences between reflexives and passives
are, and what they look like in English. They also provide a snapshot of what this study is
about: it investigates the acquisition of transitivity alternations in Greek by Greek-English
and Greek-German bilingual children. On the whole, transitivity alternations constitute a
well-studied linguistic phenomenon, both within the domain of lexical semantics as well
as syntax. In an effort to better understand how and where transitivity alternations are
generated, the role they play in discourse as well as the developmental stage in which they
are acquired, different hypotheses have been put forward. In the next section, I turn to the
basic concept of transitivity which is crucial in contextualising the transitivity alternations
this study is concerned with.
1.3 Transitivity: Formal and semantic definitions
In many languages (and perhaps covertly in all languages) the transitivity rela-
tionship lies at the explanatory core of most grammatical processes. (Hopper
and Thompson, 1982, p. 1)
Hopper and Thompson very succinctly summarise the role transitivity plays in language; it
is a very central one that governs most grammatical processes and contributes to the deriva-
tion of meaning. Therefore, before we delve into the specific languages and constructions
this study investigates, it is useful to elucidate what we mean when we speak of transitivity.
Traditionally, transitivity refers to the classification of verbs into two categories namely,
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the transitive and the intransitive ones. This is one of the simplest and most prominent
formal definitions for transitivity and, as the terms themselves denote, this classification
is based on whether the action described by the verb involves transfer of agency. That is,
whether or not the action is transferred from an active participant, known as the agent, to a
passive participant, known as the patient. In other words, transitive verbs involve transfer
of action, as they involve two agents whereas intransitive verbs do not, as they only involve
one agent. For instance, in sentence (3), provided in section 1.2, Lena’s mum is the agent
performing the act of dressing and little Lena is the patient experiencing the result of the
action denoted by the verb.
Transitivity forms one of the basic tenets of linguistics and encompasses "such facets
as agent marking and voice" (Kittilä, 2012, p. 346). Kittilä postulates that "linguistic
transitivity is understood ... as the linguistic coding of basic events ... in which a volitionally
acting, typically human agent targets its action at a thoroughly affected patient ... and
the formal and semantic features associated with the coding of this event type." (p. 346).
Transitivity being as central a notion in linguistic coding as it is, it has been defined by
a number of researchers from different linguistic perspectives and shaped by different
outcomes of linguistic studies; some definitions are more formal and abstract and some
others take into account semantics and are more specific. A few representative definitions
are included below. One of the prevalent formal definitions, similar to the one above, is
Jacobsen’s (1985) who notes that:
Transitivity in natural language is commonly approached in one of two ways.
One approach ... defines transitivity in terms of the number of noun arguments
necessary to make a predicate coherent. A predicate requiring only one such
noun argument is termed intransitive and a predicate requiring two or more
transitive ... In a language marking case, no difference in transitive status is
accorded to verbs requiring different case patterns, as long as the number of
obligatory nouns is the same. (p. 89)
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Lazard’s (1998) definition of transitivity states that:
Transitive verbs are those that take a direct object or an object in the accusative:
such is the construction of action verbs and assimilates; all the remaining
verbs are intransitive. Such a conception is only valid in the case of accusative
languages (p. 160)
The former definition singles out arguments as being the main criterion for transitivity
"which has the consequence that verbs such as differ and eat are accorded the same
transitivity status despite the differences in the argument structure" (p. 7). The latter
definition considers verbs to be transitive only if they take a direct object, an approach
which is more reminiscent of the more widely accepted notion of transitivity (p. 348).
What follows from these definitions, is a notion of transitivity that is separate from the
semantics of agency. However, as Kittilä (2012) notes, if we classify verbs solely on the
basis of the notion of transfer and agency this would fail to capture verbs that do not
involve active transfer of action (p. 347). For instance, verbs such as like or love do not
involve any action. They do, however, involve two arguments.
Semantic approaches to transitivity view it on a continuum and do not define it as
being binary. It is interesting to note that there are verbs that can fall under either category
depending on their syntactic environment. This has led to further classifications especially
since verbs sometimes do not behave similarly neither within the same language nor
cross-linguistically. Specifically, intransitive verbs pose a challenge. Perlmutter (1978)
was one of the first to put forward a framework, the well-known Unaccusative Hypothesis,
which distinguished between two types of intransitive verbs: unergative and unaccusative
verbs. The former type refers to agentive intransitive verbs such as run and the latter refers
to stative intransitive verbs such as fall. Essentially, this means that the argument of an
unergative verb is an underlying subject while the argument of an unaccusative verb is an
underlying object. It is cases like this that complicate definitions of transitivity.
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According to Kittilä (2012), from the perspective of semantic approaches, transitivity
is intertwined with properties such as agency and affectedness (p. 348). One of the
most influential semantically-based definitions of transitivity can be found in Hopper and
Thompson’s (1980, p. 252) list of transitivity parameters as well as Givón’s (1995, p. 76)
definition of what the prototypical transitive event is:
• Agent: The prototypical transitive clause involves a volitional, controlling, actively
initiating agent who is responsible for the event, thus its salient cause.
• Patient: The prototypical transitive event involves a non-volitional, inactive, non-
controlling patient who registers the event’s changes-of-state, thus its salient effect.
• Verbal modality: The verb of the prototypical transitive clause codes an event that is
compact (non-durative), bounded (non-lingering), sequential (non-perfect), and realis
(non-hypothetical). The prototype transitive event is thus fast-paced, completed, real,
and perceptually and/or cognitively salient.
Ultimately, semantic definitions such as these, view transitivity on a scalar plane as
opposed to a dichotomy of transitive and intransitive verbs separate from agency and
affectedness (Kittilä, 2012, p. 349). Bearing the notion of transitivity and all of its different
nuances and definitions in mind, in the next section I discuss the notion of transitivity
alternations, the different kinds in particular, and I elaborate on the specific ones I am
investigating.
1.4 Transitivity alternations under the microscope
Placing transitivity alternations within a larger context will aid us in consequently elucidat-
ing, the role they play, the challenge they pose developmentally in terms of acquisition,
and the structures through which they are expressed. As mentioned in section 1.3, formally
speaking, transitive verbs are those that have at least two overt arguments: an agent and
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a patient. There are variations as to the number of arguments licenced by different verbs
cross-linguistically. These variations, in turn, affect the valency of the verb in the respective
language and result in the use of the different mechanisms that are in place to cope with
and express transitivity alternations (Kittilä, 2012, p. 351). Kittilä classifies transitivity
alternations in two main types which are adopted in this thesis. They are distinguished
between transitivising and detransitivising alternations.
The former type of alternations refers to cases such as causative or applicative verbs
because their valency is increased. In example (4) we have an applicative case which
introduces another type of argument: a beneficiary. These type of arguments, and many
others, do not fall under the classic labels of agent and patient and they increase the valency
of the verb:
(4) Lena is making a salad for her daughter
Conversely, the latter type of alternations refers to cases in which the number of overt
arguments required by the verb is decreased, as in (5). Here, the number of overt arguments
is reduced since the patient of the action coincides with the agent of the action:
(5) Lena scratched herself
Such are, in fact, the transitivity alternations with which this study is concerned. In other
words, both reflexives and passives involve a decrease in the number of overt arguments.
Reflexives, on the one hand, are cases in which both the agent and the patient are affected
by the event described by the verb. In particular, the agent of a reflexive event targets its
action at itself instead of an external patient (Kittilä, 2012, p. 360), as in (5). Passives,
on the other hand, involve a decrease in overt arguments by placing the agent in the
background (in most languages with the additional option of an agent adjunct, e.g. a
by-phrase) while foregrounding the patient who is the only entity affected by the event
denoted by the verb. Finally, we should bear in mind that the classification between the
two types of transitivity alternations is not always clear-cut and is only adopted for the
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purposes of this study as a heuristic that simplifies our discussion of transitivity alternations.
Ultimately, the classification depends on the type of event denoted by the verb.
Up until now the discussion of transitivity alternations has been mostly concerned with
its theoretical and typological definitions. Moving on to more concrete examples and syn-
tactic and morphological accounts of transitivity alternations, consider how passivisation
is expressed in the following examples:






















‘The teddy bear was wiped (by the girl)’
All three of these sentences express the same meaning but employ the different morpho-
logical marking used to express passivisation in the respective languages. In English (6a),
the passive is expressed by way of backgrounding the active agent, in this case the girl,
while foregrounding the patient, in this case the teddy bear, and is optionally highlighted
through the use of a by-phrase. Morphologically speaking, the construction is built on the
basis of the copula, the verb to be, with the addition of the past participle. In German (6b),
the passive is expressed by way of employing the same backgrounding and foregrounding
mechanisms found in English and is also optionally highlighted through the use of a
by-phrase. The difference in forming the passive in German is that it does not always rely
on the copula but depending on the type of verb and the action denoted, it makes use of
different verbs such as haben and wurden. In Greek (6c), the passive is expressed by way
of employing the Greek non-active Voice (Nact) which is morphologically marked on the
verb and is characterised by a Voice-diathesis mismatch (see section 1.5 for more details
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on the Greek Nact). In the next set of examples, consider how reflexivity is expressed in
the same three languages:




















‘The teddy bear was wiped/wiped itself’
What becomes immediately noticeable is that sentence (6c), without the by-phrase, is the
same as sentence (7c). In other words, both the passive and the reflexive form of the verb
look the same in Greek. This is the type of underspecification that is explored in this study
and will be fleshed out in more detail in the next section.
1.5 The case of the Greek non-active Voice
As it was briefly mentioned in section 1.4, Greek Nact is morphologically marked on
the verb, it is characterised by a Voice-diathesis mismatch, and it is distinct from active
morphology. For illustrative purposes consider again sentences (6c) and (7c). The verb
‘skupistike’ bears middle morphology and we refer to it as being ‘underspecified’ for
different readings among which are the passive and the reflexive readings. The question
that then arises is whether there is a ‘default’ interpretation for the verb and, if there is,
which one of the ones available in Greek.
To address that in this study, we asked 20 native speakers of Greek to provide us with
grammaticality judgements between the passive (6c) and the reflexive (7c) interpretation,
as shown in Table 1.2. There was a slightly higher preference rating for the passive
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interpretation over the reflexive. In fact, the reflexive sentence received a 75% grammati-
cality rating while 25% deemed it unnatural whereas the passive sentence received a 85%
grammaticality rating while 5% deemed it ungrammatical and a further 10% deemed it
unnatural:
Sentences Grammatical Ungrammatical Unnatural
To arkudaki skupistike (7c) 75% 0% 25%
To arkudaki skupistike apo to koritsi (6c) 85% 5% 10%
Table 1.2 Grammaticality judgements from 20 native speakers of Greek
Tsimpli (2006) and Fotiadou and Tsimpli (2010) have argued that subject animacy
drives interpretation which may explain the slightly higher preference for the passive
sentence in Table 1.2. For this reason, we wanted to see if the above preferences would
change due to a shift in subject animacy. When we asked the same 20 Greek speakers to
provide us with grammaticality judgements for the sentences in Table 1.3, we found that
when we change the subject from ‘teddy bear’ to ‘the boy’ the reflexive sentence received
a 100% grammaticality rating while the passive sentence maintained its high rating and
received a 90% grammaticality rating while 5% deemed it ungrammatical and a further 5%
deemed it unnatural.
Sentences Grammatical Ungrammatical Unnatural
To agori skupistike (equivalent to 7c) 100% 0% 0%
To agori skupistike apo to koritsi (equivalent to 6c) 90% 5% 5%
Table 1.3 Grammaticality judgements from 20 native speakers of Greek
Interestingly, when we asked a different group of 20 native speakers of Greek to provide
us with an interpretation for sentence (7c) which contains a morphologically underspecified
verb in Nact, two interpretations were most frequent as shown in Table 1.4:
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Sentences Reflexive interpretation Passive interpretation
Greek sentence 80% 20%
Table 1.4 Interpretation preference from 20 native speakers of Greek
That is, there was an overwhelming preference for the reflexive interpretation when no
other context was provided. Passives in Greek are generally underused and thus marked
which could explain what is driving the preference for the reflexive interpretation. This was
taken into account when designing the experimental tasks and specifically when designing
the trials that tested the passive in Greek (3.5).
Moreover, as Alexiadou et al. (2015) explain, "it has been pointed out especially in the
typological and the more traditional literature that it is not correct to assimilate the Greek
passive to passives of the English or German type, as they show a number of significant
differences that cannot be accommodated in a uniform approach." (Alexiadou et al., 2015,
p. 120). Moreover, passives in Greek involve an implicit external argument and they share
a syntactic property responsible for the morphological syncretism (Alexiadou et al., 2015,
p. 101). In particular, they "contain the verbal projection responsible for the introduction
of external arguments, which lacks, however, a specifier and is therefore realized with non-
active morphology" (p. 101). They further point out that it is the "presence of a thematic
agent feature on the relevant verbal head only in the case of passives (and reflexives)" that
distinguishes these underspecified forms from others in Greek.
Embick (1998) was one of the first to propose that the underspecification of the Greek
Nact points in the direction of a syntactically projected external argument. Furthermore,
Alexiadou et al. (2015), adopt the main idea behind Embick’s argument and assume that
there is a distinction between the semantics and the morphological realisation of Voice.
According to them, "the non-projection of the external argument as a specifier is a necessary
and sufficient condition to yield a non-active form, independently of whether Voice has
semantic impact or not" (Alexiadou et al., 2015, p. 101). In concrete terms, they "propose
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that a Voice head is spelled out with non-active morphology in Greek, if it lacks a specifier".
This essentially means that passives of this kind do not have a syntactically projected
external argument in Spec, VoiceP and that passives in languages such as Greek should be
interpreted as interlinked to the semantic properties or features of Voice which introduces
an existentially bound (i.e. implicit) argument and a thematic feature for it. Crucially, they
support that expletive Voice in Greek lacks a specifier and is spelled out as non-active due
to the Spell Out rule in (8). In Germanic and Romance, expletive Voice projects a specifier
and a SE-reflexive is merged there (p. 108).
(8) Voice -> Voice[NonAct]/ ___No DP specifier
And this is the morphological Spell Out for semantically reflexive verbs:
(9) [VoiceP DP Voice [vP v REFL] ] Semantically Reflexive Verb
1.6 Passives and reflexives in English, Greek, and Ger-
man: Similarities and differences
When it comes to accounting for the differences in how the passive and the reflexive are
expressed in English, Greek, and German, especially in the typological and the more
traditional literature, it has been pointed out that Greek passives should not be treated like
the passives of the English or German type. Crucially, not all Greek verbs are passivisable
unlike verbs in English and German (although some restrictions do apply as to which verbs
can form passives in English) (Zombolou et al., 2010, p. 120).
As Zombolou (2004) points out, the following verbs cannot easily form a passive in
Greek (for some speakers the passive is not an option at all), while they can in English
and German: haidevo “stroke,” derno “beat,” klotsao “kick,” frondizo “take care of.”
(Zombolou, 2004, p. 121). In addition to this, the use of the by-phrase is restricted in
Greek as it is characterised by “reduced agentivity.” Zombolou et al. (2010) have proposed
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that the lack of a comparable syncretism in languages like English and German that is to say,
the fact that passive morphology in English and German can only be interpreted as passive
and is not underspecified for other readings like in Greek, reflects a crucial difference
between passives in the two types of languages, and is not an accidental morphological
problem. More importantly, they claim that this morphological uniqueness reflects the fact
that they are also structurally unique and propose that English and German passives are
built on the basis of a structure that already contains the verb’s external argument.
On the other hand, in Kratzer’s (1996) and Embick’s (1997) models, actives and
passives are not in a dependency relation. Based on the account this thesis adopts, the
passive formation in English and German is based on the availability of a transitive input.
This means that passives rely on the existence of another layer that contains an external
argument. In other words, in English and German, passive is a functional head which
selects VoiceP (p. 123). What is more, in the passive, the external argument of the verb
is not always overtly expressed. However, it is generally agreed upon that it is implicitly
present, as it is semantically and syntactically active. This is suggested by a number of
well-known tests, such as the licensing of (i) purpose clauses, (ii) agentive by-phrases, (iii)
agentive adverbs, or (iv) instrumental phrases.
Syntactic structures may differ cross-linguistically even in languages with shared
typological grammatical features. In that respect, English and German are both similar in
how they express passives. Both languages rely on the verb to be and the past participle.
Similarly, reflexives in both languages are formed using the active voice accompanied
by a reflexive pronoun. However, reflexives exhibit a difference in their saliency in
German because they are always accompanied by the reflexive pronoun sich that clearly
marks reflexivity. In English, on the other hand, the pronoun -self may follow a reflexive
construction but is not always necessary (see Section 2.3.1).
Specifically, the reflexive alternation involves naturally reflexive verbs including ‘body
care verbs’ such as wash and comb, less frequent reflexive verbs such as scratch (one’s
self), and verbs of "assuming position" such as sit down and turn. In English, these verbs
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can surface either with a DP object (10a) or without (10b). The latter sentence receives a
reflexive interpretation for most native speakers of English (Lena washed is ambiguous
between the reading he washed himself and he washed something else, although it should
be noted that for some speakers only the former sentence is felicitous with a reflexive
reading).
(10) a. Lena washed herself/Mary
b. Lena washed
Reflexives make reference to two theta roles (agent and patient) which in the case of
(10a) are both assigned to the same entity, the single DP argument. Naturally disjoint
verbs, such as hate, e.g. John hates himself, necessarily require an overt reflexive to
achieve a reflexive interpretation (Kemmer, 1993; König and Vezzosi, 2004; Reinhart
and Reuland, 1993). In a language like English, natural reflexives involve active verb
morphology. However, in languages such as German and Greek, the morphological
realisation of reflexives is more complex: German has a light reflexive pronoun sich (a
SE-Anaphor in the terminology of Reinhart and Reuland (1993)) which is used to mark
naturally reflexive verbs (11a), among others (Schäfer, 2008). Passives, are built on the




















‘The girl is washed’
Sich is also used with naturally disjoint verbs to yield a reflexive interpretation (12).
Therefore, German, unlike English, does not make a morphological distinction between
naturally reflexive and naturally disjoint verbs. The addition of the intensifier selbst ‘self’,
while often possible, is hardly ever obligatory in German.









The intuition underlying this study is that cross-linguistic similarities or differences
may accelerate or slow down the acquisition of a particular structure. Recent studies have
established that bilingual speakers are sensitive to both linguistic systems, that is both
systems are activated, even when one of them is not required depending on the context
(Hatzidaki et al., 2018, p. 489). It is based on the underspecification found in the Greek
Nact that this study, has chosen to focus on Greek, English, and German respectively. The
underspecification in Greek along with examples of the unique morphological forms in
German and English is summarised in Table 1.5:



















Table 1.5 The realisation of passives and reflexives in German, Greek, and English
1.7 Interim summary
The broader linguistic debate seeks to answer questions about the stages in which lan-
guage acquisition takes place. There are two main camps: one that supports the
innateness of language and the universality of its developmental stages and one
that supports the significance of rich input and frequency. In order to answer these
questions, one has to carefully design experiments that tap into the mechanisms
of acquisition that are available to the learner at each developmental stage, since
some phenomena are thought of as late and some as early in terms of when children
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achieve adult-like mastery. This study is concerned with the acquisition of reflexives
and passives. The former have been found to be acquired early that is, at around the
age of three and the latter have been found to be acquired late that is, at around the
age of five or later depending on the language.
Specifically, we looked at the acquisition of reflexives and passives in Greek, German,
and English within three children populations between the ages of four and eight:
Greek monolinguals, Greek-German bilinguals, and Greek-English bilinguals. We
looked at both their comprehension and production skills in order to accurately
capture the trajectory of the acquisition of the two structures within bilingual popu-
lations. This study hoped to bridge the gap in research on reflexives and passives in
bilinguals and complement the extensive research that has been undertaken on these
phenomena both within monolingual adult and children populations.
The rationale for choosing this combination of languages lies in the fact that Greek
does not have a dedicated morphological form to distinguish the reflexive from
the passive but rather relies on an underspecified form using the non-active Voice
which makes the acquisition of passives more delayed than in English and German.
In contrast, German and English use periphrastic means to express passives and
reflexive pronouns to mark reflexivity (reflexive pronouns are obligatory in German
but not in English).
As it was explained, transitivity alternations mark a shift in Voice. Transitivity in and
of itself, forms one of the pillars of most grammatical processes and has been defined
both formally and semantically by numerous linguists. The two transitivity alterna-
tions dealt with in this study belong to the category of detransitivising alternations
as the number of overt arguments required by the verb is reduced.
Furthermore, the case of the Greek non-active Voice was presented in detail along with
proposals for its derivation and analysis. Finally, a detailed account of passives and
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reflexives in the three languages under investigation was presented. In the next
Chapter, some of the seminal studies and related work in the field are presented fol-




Theoretical background and related
work
2.1 Introduction: Seminal literature in the field
To begin with, as it has already been mentioned, Voice in transitivity alternations has been
investigated extensively within first language acquisition research and there is a growing
body of literature on them. Linguists have attempted to decipher where these types of
transitivity alternations are generated, the different kinds of morphology they are assigned
in different languages as well as how they function within them. Attempts have also been
made at making cross-linguistic comparisons in order to develop a unified analysis for
passives and reflexives found in languages all over the world. Since this study is concerned
with the active-passive and the reflexive alternations, this chapter will focus on the relevant
literature and will provide an overview of all the seminal studies that pertain to it.
Lexical items and structures that are late to be acquired by children are of particular
interest to linguists since they pose a challenge for nativist accounts of language acquisition.
The natural question that arises is if language is indeed governed by a UG, why are not all
of the structures available from the beginning and how can this delay be explained within
that system. Specifically passives and their delay have garnered a lot of attention over the
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years, being a prime example of just such a structure. Naturalistic data from a number of
languages, including English (Horgan, 1978), French (Sinclair et al., 1971), German (Mills,
1985), and Hebrew (Berman and Slobin, 1985), suggests that spontaneous full passives
with agent by-phrase, as in (1b), are very rare in child language and remain so between the
ages of four (English, German) and eight (Hebrew) depending on the language the child is
acquiring.
Linguistic studies have attempted to find and explain the underlying structures involved
in the acquisition of passives and reflexives among others in an attempt to explain what
makes the former late and the latter early in acquisition (Borer, 2004; Gleitman, 1990;
Grimshaw, 1981; Pinker, 1984; Randall et al., 2004; Tomasello et al., 1998). The inves-
tigation of passives and reflexives falls within the larger investigation of when and how
children acquire transitivity alternations and has long been debated within the language
acquisition literature. The question of how and when bilingual children acquire transitivity
alternations less so. It is this gap that this study hopes to bridge. Linguistic data points
to a discrepancy with regard to the timeline of the acquisition and mastery of passives
cross-linguistically. For the most part, passives have been found to be acquired around the
age of five.
Initially, I will present some of the broader theoretical context along with the analyses
that have been put forward. At a later stage, I will focus on the analyses that have been
proposed to capture the structure of reflexives and passives in languages such as Greek,
German, and English. The Chapter is structured as follows.
Section 2.2 presents well-known hypotheses such as Syntactic bootstrapping and Semantic
bootstrapping; these are explained and tied into the more specific discussion of the
acquisition of passives and reflexives.
Section 2.3 presents examples of the different morphological markings of transitivity
alternations both cross-linguistically and specifically for Greek, German, and English.
It rounds off with the theoretical literature on the morphology of Voice.
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Section 2.4 introduces the general theoretical framework for the derivation and acquisi-
tion of passives and reflexives cross-linguistically. Seminal studies are discussed:
starting with Wexler’s Maturation Hypothesis, his traditional notion of A-chains
and continuing with studies that have further built on this hypothesis by testing it
in different languages. Finally, it presents some studies that support a usage-based
explanation for their delay. It rounds off by discussing a number of studies on the
acquisition of reflexives.
Section 2.5 discusses the literature on how these alternations are acquired within bilingual
populations and highlights the dearth of such studies within children bilingual
populations.
2.2 The acquisition of argument structure
There are two prevalent hypotheses that attempt to explain how children acquire argument
structure:
• The semantic bootstrapping hypothesis (Grimshaw, 1981; Pinker, 1984) and
• The syntactic bootstrapping hypothesis (Borer, 2004; Gleitman, 1990)
Semantic bootstrapping, as the name denotes, prioritises the acquisition of semantics
over syntax in an attempt to explain how children formulate grammar rules during
first language acquisition. Pinker (1982) proposed that children are able to classify
words based on their semantic properties. This ability is inherent and enables the
child to form broad conceptual categories that they associate with objects and actions
in their environment. These semantic categories form a springboard through which
children are then able to infer syntactic categories such as noun or verb.
Syntactic bootstrapping, on the other hand, prioritises the acquisition of syntax over
semantics; this hypothesis is also based on the idea that there are innate links
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between syntax and semantics. This hypothesis claims that children learn words in
their native language by initially forming syntactic caterogies. They then use these
categories to make inferences about the meaning of those words. Gleitman (1990)
was one of the first to propose that syntax offers the child a way into semantics. This
was corroborated by an earlier study (Landau and Gleitman, 1985), which found that
blind children used syntactic cues when acquiring verb meaning.
Finally, previous accounts on the acquisition of argument structure supposed that all of the
necessary information was included within the lexical entry itself (Jackendoff, 1990; Levin
et al., 1995) while alternative accounts suggested syntax determines argument structure
(Borer, 1994; Tsimpli, 2006).
2.3 The morphology of transitivity alternations
2.3.1 The morphology of passives and reflexives
As it has already been mentioned, Voice alternations and their morphology are the focus
of this study. Specifically, we investigated the active-passive (13a, 13b) and the reflexive
alternations (14).
(13) a. Lena washed her doll
b. The doll was washed by Lena
(14) Lena washed herself
As it was mentioned in Section 1.6, the reflexive alternation can be ambiguous in
English between a transitive and a reflexive reading without the -self pronoun. In German,
this ambiguity is avoided because the use of the reflexive pronoun sich is obligatory in re-
flexive constructions. In Greek, reflexive verbs share the same Non-active morphology with
passives, and the latter have been argued to develop late in Greek, and cross-linguistically.
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Passives are a complex structure that involve a shift in agent marking whereby the agent
(or external argument) is backgrounded while the patient/theme (or internal argument) is
foregrounded. Nonetheless, the external argument of the verb is implicitly present, as it
is semantically and syntactically active. This is suggested by a number of well-known
tests, such as the licencing of purpose clauses, agentive by-phrases, agentive adverbs, or
instrumental phrases. Reflexives, as it was explained in Section (1.6) involve an agent and
a patient that make reference to the same entity, the single DP argument.
Regarding the derivation of passives and reflexives, Alexiadou proposes that there are
two distinct Non-active Voice heads implicated in argument structure alternations, namely
Passive and Middle (2014a). According to this analysis, “the passive attaches outside
the domain that introduces the external argument and thus has as its input a transitive
structure.” This applies to German among other languages. The middle is located lower,
or, as she puts it, “it is the nonactive counterpart of Voiceactive.” This analysis is shown
below (Alexiadou, 2014a):"
Fig. 2.1 Alexiadou’s (2014a) analysis of the Voice head
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2.3.2 The morphology of passive and reflexives in Greek, German,
and English
In this section, I will place emphasis on the morphological similarities and differences
among the three languages under investigation. Additionally, I will discuss the analyses
that have been forward specifically with regard to the derivation and interpretation of
reflexives and passives in these three languages.
Examples of what morphology passives and reflexives employ in English were given
in Table 1.5. What is crucial to remember here is that German reflexives employ a
light reflexive pronoun sich or a SE-Anaphor. The passive is built on the basis of an
auxiliary, werden, and a past participle. Moreover. Greek reflexives and passives share
the same synthetic Non-active morphology that is marked on the verb (Alexiadou and
Anagnostopoulou, 2004; Rivero, 1992; Tsimpli, 1989).
The differences in how Greek, German, and English express reflexives and passives
are summarised in Table 2.1. These will be explained in more detail in the next section.
Languages Reflexives Passives
Greek Nact Nact
German active Voice + sich werden + past part.
English active Voice + -self be/get + past part.
Table 2.1 Morphological differences in Greek, German, and English passives and reflexives
2.3.3 The theoretical background of Voice morphology
Within the Government and Binding framework, the standard analysis of the passive is
based around three principles (Baker et al., 1989; Embick, 1997):
1. the passive morphology absorbs the accusative case
2. the passive morphology absorbs the external theta-role
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3. the internal argument that functions as the grammatical subject moves to the subject
position and gets nominative case
This analysis is captured in (15):
(15) [T /IP The articlei was [V P written ti by Eleni]].
In Chomsky’s (1981) Government-Binding analysis (see also Jaeggli 1986), verbal pas-
sives are derived through the movement of the NP to subject position and through the
absorption of the accusative case. The passive morpheme absorbs the theta-role of the
external argument. As Demuth puts it, "the formation of verbal passives critically involves
movement of the NP from [NP, VP] position (as the object of the verb) to [NP, S] position
(as the subject of the sentence), where it then receives nominative case. When movement
of the NP occurs, a coindexed trace e is left behind, thus constructing an argument-chain
(A-chain)" (Demuth, 1989, p. 57). This analysis is illustrated in (16a) and (16b).
(16) a. Lena tore the doll
b. The dolli was torn ei (by Lena)
(17) The doll was torn/white (*by Lena)
With regard to adjectival passives, the most prominent analysis is lexical and not
syntactic (see Bresnan (1982); Wasow (1977); Williams (1981) for more information). In
other words, adjectival passives do not have a thematic subject (they also do not generally
take by-phrases), the accusative case is eliminated (not absorbed like in the case of verbal
passives), and the theta-role of the NP is externalised (moves to subject position). Unlike
the verbal passive in (16b), the adjectival passive in (17) has no coindexed A-chain (which
means that no movement takes place) and does not allow a by-phrase. In other words, torn
functions just like any other adjective (Demuth, 1989, p. 58).
Kratzer (1996) in her seminal paper developed a neo-Davidsonian association of
external arguments in the syntax. Based on this account, external arguments are not
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arguments of the verb; they are introduced by a special VoiceP. Kratzer does not delineate
the semantics for the passive Voice head, but her discussions suggest that it is the same
as that of the active Voice head. What distinguishes the two is the fact that active Voice
typically takes an overt NP as its specifier whereas passive Voice is existentially bound.
The presence of Voice in the syntax of passives is substantiated through languages such as
Greek which employs Non-active morphology to express the passive (Rivero, 1990):
(18) [VoiceP Non-active [VP ]]
This analysis holds for Greek reflexives as well according to Alexiadou and Schäfer (2012)
and Embick (1997, 2004) among others. These authors support that the morphology of
Voice, and whether or not it will be realised as Nact, depends on whether there is no overt
external argument that is realised as a Nact Voice head.
However, Chierchia (2004); Reinhart and Siloni (2004); Tsimpli (2006), propose a
different analysis: they treat reflexives separately and have been pursuing an unergative
analysis.
(19) [v/VoiceP DP [v/Voice <1> v/ Voice [VP V<2> ]]]
According to this analysis, the single argument is generated as a deep subject through a
de-transitivisation process that eliminates the internal argument. According to the analysis
in (5), v has an agentive feature which is attracted by the DP subject in the specifier of
vP and is thus the true external argument. The remaining theta- feature is attracted by
Voice. Given the ban on lexicalisation by a DP, the LF interface has two theta-features to
interpret in the verbal domain. The reflexive interpretation is the result of the DP attractor
interpreting both features in this domain (Tsimpli, 2006). What is more, in their analysis,
the single argument is generated as a deep subject. Crucially, this means that in languages
such as Greek, passives and anticausatives share morphology, but also an intransitive
syntax. The issue remains whether naturally reflexive verbs are unergative or unaccusative.
What is more, the analysis of the German passive and reflexive structures is quite
different, as all alternations involving sich have been argued to be ordinary transitive
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constructions. As summarised in Alexiadou and Schäfer (2012), evidence for this claim
comes from the fact that i) the reflexive element sich behaves like an object pronoun, not
like a verbal affix or a clitic (Fagan, 1992; Sells et al., 1987; Steinbach and Gärtner, 2000;
Steinbach, 2002) and ii) sich has case (Fanselow, 1991). In ordinary reflexive constructions
sich carries an independent theta role and it is also semantically an argument (Doron and
Hovav, 2007). That is to say, both an agent and a theme can be focused independently in
reflexive constructions in German. This argues against an intransitivity account as well as













‘In the mornings she washes herself (always/or emphasis on herself)’1
To sum up, the theoretical literature on Voice has not yet reached a consensus as to the
proper characterisation of the structures that surface with special morphology. In addition
to this, languages show significant syntactic variation concerning Voice formation; this
further complicates the matter of reaching a consensus over the proper analysis of Voice
structures. The approaches towards the analysis of Voice delineated above, raise questions
for language acquisition, especially bilingual, which are under-researched. The cross-
linguistic differences discussed here suggest that a bilingual child must learn subtle facts
about the presence vs. absence of SE-anaphors and Non-active morphology, and how these
work in the three linguistic systems namely, English, German, and Greek. The questions
this study partly seeks to answer are associated with these different Voice systems. That
is, assuming that both SE-anaphors (German, English) and Nact morphology (Greek) are
involved in Voice alternations, but are subject to different syntactic analyses, a number
of questions arise with regard to the acquisition of Voice. The research questions will be
presented in the next chapter in detail.
1agent focus: She washes herself, no-one else washes her. (context: She is a disabled patient)
theme focus: She washes herself, she washes no-one else. (context: She is a nurse)
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2.4 Literature on the acquisition of passives and reflex-
ives
Passives specifically have received a lot of attention within L1 acquisition literature. It has
long been observed that children’s comprehension of passive structures is delayed across
languages (Bever, 1970; Borer and Wexler, 1987; Maratsos et al., 1985). With regard to
L1 acquisition specifically, both experimental and longitudinal studies attribute this delay
in children’s performance on largely two factors (Fox and Grodzinsky, 1998; Hirsch and
Wexler, 2006; Maratsos et al., 1985; Maratsos and Abramovitch, 1975; Pinker et al., 1987):
1. The verb type that is, whether it is actional or non-actional
2. The presence of a by-phrase that is, whether it is a short or a long passive
Broadly speaking, it has been shown that the acquisition of actional, short passives always
precedes the acquisition of non-actional, long passives; similarly, the acquisition of short
passives in general precedes the acquisition of long passives which include a by-phrase.
However, this has not been attested consistently and there are some contradicting results in
terms of the order of acquisition.
Specifically for short passives, Keenan and Dryer (2006) present examples of different
languages showing that they are the most common form of passives cross-linguistically
while also presenting examples of languages that do not have passives as well as languages
that have only passives of actional verbs. The milestone age of the acquisition of passives
is around the age of five in a variety of languages such as English, Greek, German, Dutch,
and Hebrew among others (Fotiadou and Tsimpli, 2010; Hirsch and Wexler, 2006; Mills,
1985; Terzi and Wexler, 2002; Zombolou et al., 2010).
In an attempt to explain this delay in acquisition, several researchers, most notably
Wexler, (1987; 1992; 2004), have hypothesised that passives are complex structures because
they involve A-movement. Chomsky (1981) defined A-movement as a case of the verb not
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licencing the grammatical case of its internal argument when passivised which leads to the
internal argument being raised to the subject position (or the specifier position of IP/TP) in
order to receive grammatical case. This results in a noncanonical word order. According
to Wexler, certain UG features are subject to maturation. As a result, the child’s grammar
may be constrained at different stages of their early development. One such instance is the
lack of knowledge of Argument-chains (A-chains).
Borer and Wexler (1987) put forward the A-chain Deficit Hypothesis (ACDH). This
suggested that children’s delay in comprehending and producing passives before the age
of five lay in the fact that they cannot form A-chains: they lack the ability to form an
A-chain between the displaced object in subject position which leads to the assignment of
the incorrect theta-role to the displaced object. In other words, the argument is thematically
interpreted in a position other than the position where it is spelled-out. Wexler stresses that
this does not imply a lack of principles but is an instance of maturation whereby children
are unable to form verbal passives unlike adults. This implies that children’s grammar
is inconsistent with the adult grammar but otherwise consistent with UG. Crucially for
the theory, they claim that this early deficit is genetically determined and that A-chains
become available to the child some time after the age of five (Bever, 1970; Borer and
Wexler, 1987; De Villiers, 1985). However, that is not to say that passives do not receive
any grammatical parsing before that age. In fact, Borer and Wexler claim that initially
children analyse all passives as adjectival passives; what adults analyse as verbal passives,
children understand as adjectival passives; they explain this phenomenon partly as having
to do with the ambiguity found in English between the two types of passive.
(21) The door was closed
The sentence in (21) is ambiguous between the verbal reading, whereby the door was
closed by someone, and the adjectival reading, whereby the door was in the state of being
closed (Hirsch and Wexler, 2006). Essentially, this is part of the explanation as to why
initially children parse verbal passives as adjectival.
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Borer and Wexler (1992) adapted ACDH to account for Italian child data that brought
maturation into question by showing that Italian children are able to perform participle
agreement with clitics and DP objects as early as 2 years old. They suggested the Unique
External Argument Proto- Principle (UEAPP), which states that:
Every predicate is associated with a unique external argument. Every external
argument is associated with a unique predicate.
By postulating that they effectively claim that the agreement is a result of the child analysing
the syntactic subject as an external argument to the verb while analysing the syntactic
object as the external argument of the participle. Tsimpli (2006) succinctly summarises
the predictions from ACDH and UEAPP combined: "transitives and unergatives should
be acquired earlier than passives and unaccusatives ... this prediction holds independently
of the morphological properties that may distinguish passives from unaccusatives in a
given language." Moreover, Wasow (1977) was also one of the first to claim that children
understand verbal passives if they treat them as adjectival passives (22):
(22) The baby was [ADJ combed] by Mary
According to Wasow, children interpret (22) as meaning that the baby was in the state of
being combed and do not process the by-phrase that follows the verb. Wasow was also
the first to provide a systematic typological distinction between two kinds of passives:
adjectival passives that exhibit adjectival properties and verbal passives that exhibit verbal
properties. He claimed that children are better able to cope with the former as they are
more readily present in their input and do not involve the formation of A-chains.
In a series of experiments, Horgan (1978) found that in English children predominantly
produce short passives which have an adjectival (or a stative) reading and are incompatible
with a by-phrase. Similarly for Hebrew, Berman and Sagi (1981) found that children
predominantly produced adjectival passives even though they are not homophonous with
the verbal reading like in English. Maratsos et al. (1985) uncovered a more fine-grained
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distinction whereby children aged between four and five produce passives involving
actional verbs such as comb, wash, scratch more frequently and accurately than passives
involving psychological verbs such as see, feel, hear. However, they showed that children
did not differ in their comprehension of long and short passives; the difficulty in production
persisted even with 7-year-olds but they reported that accuracy scores improved with age.
Crucially, they were able to show that children comprehended and produced the same
psychological verbs accurately in the active Voice, strengthening their argument that the
difficulty lies with the passive constructions themselves. Along the same lines, Pinker
(1984) reported that 3-8-year-olds were more reluctant in passivising non-actional verbs of
perception or spatial relationships as opposed to actional verbs.
On the other hand, Fox and Grodzinsky (1998) reject the idea of A-chains and trace
the difficulty with passives in children’s inability to transmit the external theta role of
the predicate to the by-phrase which is independent of A-movement. This predicts that
non-actional full passives which include the by-phrase can only be analysed as agentive in
the child grammar (Fox et al., 1995). Finally, previous empirical evidence has shown that
there is a preferred interpretation when there are no contextual cues to aid disambiguation
specifically related to the animacy of the sentential subject (Tsimpli, 2006). This could
mean that children are further restricted by the sentential subject as to which constructions
they can parse as verbal passives. More recently, Israel et al. (2000) used longitudinal
corpora from CHILDES and mapped out the early beginnings of the production of passives
in English-speaking children between the ages of 1;08 and 5. They observed that the
trajectory they follow is in line with previous findings namely, children’s use of the passive
moves from adjectival and stative to eventive.
One of the assumptions stemming from the above studies is that passives should become
available to children across languages approximately around the same time. However,
contradictory evidence comes from languages such as Sesotho spoken in Lesotho and
South Africa, which challenges this ’maturation’ process.
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Most notably Demuth (1989), showed that in Sesotho non-truncated actional verbal
passives are acquired early. Specifically, children who are acquiring Sesotho as their L1 can
understand and produce verbal passives around the age of 2;8 which poses a stark contrast
to English and similar languages. Demuth attributes the early acquisition of passives to
language-specific properties, pointing towards the fact that, in Sesotho, passives are very
frequent in child-directed speech and present differences in terms of typological properties.
Interestingly, Sesotho does not have adjectival passives, only verbal passives which could
lead one to hypothesise that it is more straightforward for children to parse them seeing
as there is no typological competitor. Here it should be noted that years later, Crawford
(2012) shows that Sesotho-speaking children do not perform better on any type of passive
in comparison to their English-speaking counterparts, although the frequency of passives
in Sesotho child directed speech is ten times greater than in English.
More evidence against the maturation account comes from Dutch. Verrips (2000)
investigated passive and unaccusative constructions in Dutch L1 children between the ages
of two and six and found that the implicit argument is present even if it is not expressed
as an adjunct (by-phrase). Dutch children are unable to distinguish the morphological
difference between the passive and the active morphology in their L1 even at the age of six.
This claim is relevant to languages like Greek, which can use non-active morphology in
passives among other structures. Moreover, Fotiadou and Tsimpli (2010) report similar
frequency effects for the acquisition of the Greek passives. Brooks and Tomasello (1999)
also showed low production of long passives, while Messenger et al. (2012) showed that
the acquisition of passives is a staged process, with acquisition of constituent structure
(around age 6) proceeds acquisition of thematic role mappings (around age 9). Added
to this, Gordon and Chafetz (1990) conducted a corpus analysis of adult child-oriented
speech to three children and they discovered that the rate of passives-per-utterance was
merely 36%. From these perspectives, the acquisition of passives is determined by their
usage and frequency in the input rather than innate mechanisms subject to maturation.
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Further explanations regarding this delay can be found in Hyams et al. (2006). They
have argued that children’s trouble with the passive stems precisely from a marked ar-
rangement of theta roles. They put forward the Canonical Alignment Hypothesis (CAH),
which suggests that in children’s early grammar, external arguments such as agents must
map on to the subject position (Spec, IP). They claim that the problem does not lie with
A-chains but only the specific A-chains whose configuration violates the CAH. In other
words, children’s interpretation of the passive does not rest on the availability of A-chains,
but instead hinges on the match between syntactic and thematic roles.
Kirby (2010), reports that 4-year-old English-speaking children are unable to under-
stand "matrix passives or passives embedded under object control verbs, in an adult-like
way" (p. 114). In her study, they interpreted passives as active Voice utterances. However,
she notes that, despite their young age, the children in her study performed significantly
above chance on the interpretation of passives embedded under raising-to-object verbs
(p. 114). These results are interpreted as pointing in the direction of semantic scaffolding
which claims that children rely on the semantics of the utterances in order to interpret them
until their syntactic representations and processing power become adult-like. The semantic
scaffolding strategy subsumes the bias towards canonical syntax-semantics matches, as
claimed by the CAH, and also makes claims about what children expect the general shape
and character of basic clauses to be.
A more recent study by Armon-Lotem et al. (2016), investigated the acquisition of short
and full passives by 5-year-olds in 11 languages spanning across three language families
(i.e. Indo-European, Finno-Ugric, and Afro-Asiatic) which present differences in the way
they construct passives. In particular, they investigated the comprehension of passives and
aimed at pinpointing any similarities in the difficulties children face with passives across
and within languages. By observing similar problems in the acquisitional trajectory, they
would be able to conclude that problems with passives "are not caused by some specific
morphosyntactic properties of the languages" selected for the study (p. 28) but rather
by a common feature that they all share. More importantly, since passives are used in
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language development measures, it would be meaningful to establish whether there are
any systematic error patterns or difficulties with passives cross-linguistically which would
inform the development and improvement of these measures. They found that children
performed really well in the short passives conditions across languages while performance
in the long passive conditions was more varied but still above chance. Interestingly, they
found that "the direction and magnitude of the differences in children’s performance on
short and full passives depended on language" (p. 38).
All in all, considering the variation in the timeline of the emergence and, consequently,
the acquisition of passives attested across different languages, there is enough evidence
that argues against a maturation account. Tsimpli (2006) suggests that "it is possible that
maturation and language-specific properties in combination can account for the acquisition
of transitivity alternations in a given language ... it is possible that a maturation account
can set the lower limit of acquisition before which the derivation is not available, whereas
language-specific properties will determine the trajectory/timeline of the development of
the specific derivation."
Reflexive constructions have been widely researched within language acquisition
studies. It has long been argued that bilingual language acquisition can significantly differ
from monolingual language acquisition. Studies have shown that bilingual children are
able to distinguish their two linguistic systems from early on and proceed through the same
developmental processes as their L1 peers (Meisel, 2001; Müller and Hulk, 2001). The
question of how the trajectory of bilingual Voice acquisition differs or compares to that of
monolingual Voice acquisition remains under-researched.
Reflexivity is realised using different morphological cues across languages. For exam-
ple, in Germanic languages reflexivity is expressed through a (in some cases designated)
pronoun, in Romance languages reflexivity is expressed through clitics, and, finally, in
languages such as Greek reflexivity is marked on the verb using nonactive morphology
rendering this form underspecified between a passive and a reflexive reading (or an unac-
cusative reading).
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With regard to the timeline of the acquisition of reflexivity, longitudinal studies have
shown that reflexive clitics emerge after subject clitics while in some cases they are
simultaneous with non-reflexive accusative (object) clitics while in others they appear later
(Fotiadou and Tsimpli, 2010; Schmitz and Müller, 2008). Generally speaking, reflexives
have been found to be acquired early in life. Children have been shown to be able to
bind reflexives as early as three years old. Some researchers report a delay in acquisition
or a total absence of reflexives in early child acquisition. This variability can often be
explained by the methods used in the study, the language under investigation and even
the experimental questions driving the study. Studies focusing on Principle A found that
children acquiring English, Italian, Spanish, French as their L1 children between the ages
of two and six could successfully bind the reflexive pronoun -self to the corresponding
antecedent in the same clause (Chien and Wexler (1990); Jakubowicz (1994); McKee
(1992); Padilla (1990) among others).
Studies focusing on the difference between naturally (e.g. Lena washed herself) and
naturally disjoint reflexives (e.g. Lena hated herself) found that the two types of reflexives
in languages such as English occur rarely in early child spontaneous speech (ages 1;6-
3;6) (Stojanovic, 2002). Stojanovic analyses reflexives in English as projecting an empty
category in object position. She interprets this finding as supporting the maturation
hypothesis and predicts its maturation will occur around 4-5 years of age. In languages
in which naturally versus naturally disjoint reflexives are morphologically distinct, e.g.
Dutch, researchers report that children aged 5;4-6;7, who were tested in a story elicitation
task, used other means but not the reflexive zich with naturally reflexive predicates: they
omitted or avoided the reflexive zich or used constructions involving body parts (e.g. the
boy washed his belly) (Ruigendijk et al., 2004; Stojanovic, 2002).
In languages in which naturally versus naturally disjoint reflexives are morphologically
distinct, e.g. Dutch, researchers report that children aged 5;4-6;7, who were tested in a
story elicitation task, used other means but not the reflexive zich with naturally reflexive
predicates: they omitted or avoided the reflexive zich or used constructions involving
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body parts (e.g. the boy washed his belly) (Ruigendijk et al., 2004; Stojanovic, 2002).
Zombolou and Alexiadou (2012c) conducted pilot studies for L1 German children between
the ages of three and four and they found similar results with regard to the anaphor sich in
German reflexives: children omitted the anaphor sich with reflexives (e.g. *Sie versteckt
(= sie versteckt sich) ’She hides herself’) or avoided it and used nouns referring to the
corresponding body parts (e.g. Sie kämt ihr Haar ’She combs her hair’).
Zombolou and Alexiadou (2012c) also conducted a few pilot studies on Voice acquisi-
tion in German by heritage children living in Germany (Zombolou and Alexiadou, 2012a,b).
The latter studies revealed that reflexives are not (fully) acquired by age four. Specifi-
cally, sequential bilingual German-Turkish children aged 3;1-4;7 and German-Russian
children aged 3;10-4;9 demonstrated avoidance strategies by either avoiding or omitting
the reflexive anaphor sich with reflexives. In addition to this, in a longitudinal study, one
simultaneous German-Greek heritage child aged 2;0-2;9 produced German reflexives by
100% omitting the reflexive anaphor sich (Zombolou and Alexiadou, 2012a).
Finally, in languages, such as Greek, reflexive verbs are shown to be acquired early in
life, earlier than passives despite the syncretism. L1-Greek children aged 3;0-6;0 prefer
the reflexive interpretation by far with predicates that are ambiguous between a passive
and a reflexive reading, or give better performance on reflexive than on passive verbs,
suggesting, among other things, an unergative analysis of reflexives (Fotiadou and Tsimpli,
2010; Tsimpli, 2006).
2.5 Voice acquisition in bilinguals
The literature on transitivity alternations is very sparse for bilingual populations although
there are increasingly more studies that choose to focus on different aspects of the ‘bilingual
grammar’. Indeed, one of the least explored aspects of their grammar is Voice acquisition
while a number of studies have investigated aspects such as phonology, adjectival/nominal
inflection and code-switching (Montrul, 2011; Polinsky, 2011). Specifically, to our knowl-
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edge, there are no known studies that focused on Voice acquisition by Greek-German and
Greek-English bilinguals. A few studies have investigated Voice acquisition in Greek by
heritage children and adults living in Argentina and Australia (Zombolou, 2011; Zom-
bolou and Alexiadou, 2012a) but for the most part this area of research remains larger
under-explored.
2.6 Interim summary
The formation of verbal passive involves movement of the NP from [NP, VP] position
(as the object of the verb) to [NP, S] position (as the subject of the sentence), where it
then receives nominative case. Transitivity alternations of this kind have been widely
researched crosslinguistically and constitute the focus of this study. A number of
studies have shown that they appear late in children’s grammar.
Syntactic and semantic bootstrapping form two of the most prominent accounts on the
acquisition of argument structure. The former prioritises syntax over semantics as
a springboard for language acquisition and the latter prioritises semantics. They
both pertain to the acquisition of transitivity alternations as they address the broader
question of innateness versus frequency in the input.
The morphology of passives and reflexives and the different ways in which Greek, Ger-
man, and English mark them presents an interesting challenge combination. Greek
marks both of them synthetically and the syncretism has been found to be acquired
very late in monolingual children. German and English have morphologically dis-
tinct ways of expressing reflexives and passives but, similarly to Greek children,
German and English children acquire passives late in contrast to reflexives which ap-
pear early. Different formal analyses have been put forward to explain the derivation
of Voice.
44 Theoretical background and related work
The acquisition of passives and reflexives has been explored from many different angles
and has resulted in some rich literature. Most notably, regarding passives Wexler
and Borer argue that the late appearance of passives is a result of unavailability
of A-chains. Other researchers have argued that this delay points towards the low
frequency of passives in children’s input.
Bilingual populations have not received as much attention in the literature. In light of
accounts of crosslinguistic influence, the question of how bilingual children acquire




3.1 Introduction: The main aims of the study
This study aims at investigating the acquisition of Voice alternations; it explores how
bilingual children, who are exposed to languages that have different morphosyntactic
ways of expressing Voice alternations, acquire these Voice systems. In particular, we
will investigate the acquisition of reflexives and passives by bilingual Greek-German and
Greek-English children. The rationale for choosing these two populations revolves around
the morphosyntactic differences found between Greek and both German and English (see
2.3.2). Exploring how these children acquire these different Voice systems will allow us to
establish whether these systems develop separately from one another or whether there is
an interaction and, hence, there is crosslinguistic influence. And if so, is there positive or
negative transfer and in which direction? Is it the dominant language that is influencing
the weaker language or vice versa? (Müller and Hulk, 2001). Additionally, do bilingual
children exhibit a delay or an advantage in the comprehension of passives? If so, how can
we explain this?
Building on this, we are interested in exploring whether different combinations of
languages impact the acquisition of these Voice alternations such that the two groups of
bilingual children differ from each other but also from their monolingual peers in terms
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of comprehension and production. Do bilingual children who are acquiring Greek and
German, on the one hand, and bilingual children who are acquiring Greek and English,
on the other hand, follow the same trajectory as their Greek monolingual peers? The
comparison of the two bilingual populations is motivated by the fact that, for instance,
passives are acquired earlier in English than in German than in Greek. In fact, many
studies have shown that in English, despite their low frequency in child input, passives are
acquired by age three (Wexler, 2004). Similarly for German, passives are acquired by age
three or four (Mills, 1985). Finally in Greek, passives have been found to still cause issues
at a later age (Tsimpli, 2006).
The idea is to investigate whether there is an advantage for either of the bilingual groups
due to the fact that in one of their languages passives are acquired earlier. This question is
further motivated by the fact that in these languages passives occur in children’s input at
different rates; passives are more frequent in English to Greek but still quite rare overall. In
German, passives are more frequent than Greek passives which are marked and underused.
Therefore, we wanted to investigate the performance of bilingual children and compare
it to that of their Greek monolingual peers. Further on the morphosyntactic differences
among the three languages under investigation, the Greek-German Voice systems can be
said to be proximal to one another as opposed to the Greek-English pair which could
be characterised as more distal. Looking at how both German-Greek and English-Greek
bilingual children acquire Voice alternations will help us decipher whether their Voice
systems develop separately or whether their is crosslinguistic influence.
To that effect, we designed two experimental tasks that tap into the acquisition of
reflexives and passives in bilingual Greek-English children in the UK and bilingual Greek-
German bilingual in Germany as well as their respective monolingual counterparts in
Greece. These tasks specifically aim at testing comprehension and, one of them, production.
This study will hopefully fill a gap in the literature by exploring how bilingual children,
who are acquiring Greek as their heritage language, acquire and process Voice alternations.
The subsequent sections in Chapter 3 delineate the specifics of the current study.
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Section 3.2 presents the research questions starting with their rationale and the predictions
stemming from them.
Section 3.3 introduces the methodology; it starts off with the participants and their char-
acteristics, it moves on to the pilot study that was conducted to ascertain the clarity
and validity of the materials we used and it rounds off with some general comments
on the battery of tasks.
Section 3.4 provides a detailed description of the baseline task along with examples of
the materials.
Sections 3.5 and 3.6 provide detailed descriptions of the two experimental tasks that we
developed for the purposes of this study including the materials that were developed
as well as the procedure that was followed in administering them.
3.2 Research questions and predictions
3.2.1 Research question 1
Are bilingual children as delayed as their Greek peers or do they become sensitive to
Nact earlier?
Rationale It has been argued that bilingual language acquisition can diverge from mono-
lingual language acquisition significantly. Previous studies have shown that bilingual
children are able to distinguish their two linguistic systems in the early stages of
acquisition and follow the same developmental trajectory as their L1 peers (Meisel,
2001; Müller and Hulk, 2001). The question of how the trajectory of bilingual Voice
acquisition differs or compares to that of monolingual Voice acquisition remains
under-researched. In Greek, both of the transitivity alternations under investigation
are morphologically marked on the verb using Non-active morphology and are, thus,
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underspecified. If the Voice systems that children are acquiring develop indepen-
dently then there should be no crosslinguistic influence and bilingual children should
behave similarly to their monolingual peers. If, however, their Voice systems interact,
bilingual children should exhibit a different pattern in how they resolve the Greek
syncretism.
Prediction Based on the literature on L1 acquisition of passives, we expected that bilingual
children would struggle with the Greek syncretism but we also expected if there is
an interaction of the two Voice systems, they would exhibit a different pattern to
that of monolingual children and would also make similar errors. If the two systems
are separate we expected to see a different pattern in bilinguals but there was no
directional hypothesis as to what that would manifest in.
3.2.2 Research question 2
If monolingual acquisition develops differently from bilingual acquisition, how do
bilinguals deal with the differences of their two linguistic systems in acquiring the
Voice structures?
Rationale Greek Voice alternations represent a case of morphological underspecification,
that is, they involve a common syntactic structure spelled-out by Nact morphology
(Alexiadou et al., 2015; Embick, 1998). In other words, Greek Nact Voice is
underdetermined (Alexiadou and Doron, 2012; Tsimpli, 2006). The German system
involves syntactic underspecification of the reflexive element, that is, reflexives
involve two distinct syntactic structures realised by the same underspecified element
(Schäfer, 2008; Steinbach, 2002). Finally, the English passive system is not synthetic
and involves anti-causatives that are formed with the active voice and reflexives that
cannot be passivised.
Studies within bilingual populations have established that language users of more
than one linguistic system are sensitive to properties of both language systems and
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both linguistic systems are activated regardless of whether both are needed in a
given context (Hartsuiker et al., 2004; Kroll et al., 2005). Hatzidaki et al. (2018)
claims that the "occurrence of syntactic errors that bear the mark of the non-target
language provides evidence of a leakage of syntactic information from one language
system into another ... by activating words in their two languages, bilingual speakers
also activate syntactic information encapsulated in their lemmas through the use of
corresponding nodes" (p. 490).
Crosslinguistic influence (CI) happens at the syntax-discourse interface and is the
result of multiple grammatical analyses being available in the child grammar. These
are licenced by specific syntactic constructions because "language A allows for more
than one grammatical analysis from the perspective of child grammar and language
B contains positive evidence for one of these possible analyses" (Müller and Hulk,
2001, p. 1). The C-domain (where the pragmatics and syntax interact) is more
vulnerable to CI and is likely to be target deviant (Müller and Hulk, 2001, p. 1).
Prediction Based on the above, we expected that bilingual children would exhibit an
advantage in the production of the reflexive or the passive due to the fact that their
two linguistic systems are employing different morphology to express both reflexivity
and passivisation. Specifically, morphosyntactic influence and bi-directional transfer
was expected for the bilingual groups. Greek reflexives are syntactically intransitive
structures whereas in German and English they are transitive structures. Therefore,
if bilinguals perform poorly in reflexives or worse than their monolingual peers, this
would point in the direction of morphosyntactic transfer.
3.2.3 Research question 3
What patterns of crosslinguistic influence can be found, if any? Does one pair of
bilinguals have an ‘advantage’ in processing certain Voice alternations in Greek in
comparison to the other bilinguals?
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Rationale As it has already been mentioned both German and English employ different
morphological markers to express the reflexive and the passive respectively. As
it was pointed out in Section 2.1, German reflexives make use of an obligatory
SE-anaphor while English reflexives use the pronoun -self but it is not obligatory to
mark reflexivity. Both German and English express the passive periphrastically while
Greek has one Non-active form that can be analysed as either passive or reflexive
depending on the context. We also note that the diachronical evolution special Voice
morphology is reflected in L1 acquisition (Meisel, 2011) which would also give
precedence to the acquisition of the reflexive structure over the passive. We know
that reflexives are common in children’s input, especially inherently reflexive verbs
such as wash, comb, dry or reflexives such as hide one’s self. We also know that
passives are underused and are not frequently found in children’s input. Children
acquire Principle A early in life and therefore reflexives are expected to be acquired
early in life (around two years old). Greek reflexives are intransitive structures and
therefore not subject to Principle A.
Prediction Based on studies that show reflexives are acquired early in German and English
and that children can bind the anaphoric reference as early as three years old, we
expected that they would perform better at reflexives compared to their Greek peers.
We further expected that Greek-German bilinguals would outperform Greek-English
bilinguals due to the saliency of the reflexive construction in German.
3.2.4 Research question 4
Are passives the hardest structure to acquire for bilingual children?
Rationale Research in bilingualism has established that bilinguals are more delayed in
production and have half the size of vocabulary in comparison to their monolingual
peers. In light of the fact that the Greek syncretism poses a challenge even for Greek
monolingual children, we wanted to investigate whether bilingual children are more
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delayed than their monolingual peers of whether they are comparable in how they
perform in passives. German reflexives are transitive structures in which the anaphor
sich surfaces as an object. In comparison to active, transitive structures, passives
are more complex morphologically because they involve mapping of two different
thematic roles (by-phrase). Thus, passives are acquired later than reflexives because
children would need to have already mastered both the morphosyntactic constituent
and the thematic structures as well non-canonical theta-transmission (non-agentive
passives). Hence, reflexives are expected to be acquired around the age of two (or
later) and passives around the age of five.
Prediction Based on the literature on L1 acquisition of passives, we expected monolingual
children within our age range (4-8) to struggle with passives. We expected that
they would perform better in reflexives than in passives while at the same time we
expected that bilingual children would perform equally poorly in passives.
All of the above research questions are addressed in both experimental tasks.
3.3 Methodology
3.3.1 Participants
Greek-German and Greek-English bilingual children were recruited in Berlin, Germany,
and Cambridge and London, UK respectively. The recruitment took place in bilingual
nursery and primary schools in both countries. Greek monolingual children were recruited
in Thessaloniki, Greece. The recruitment took place in a monolingual primary school.
Parental consent as well as consent from the respective schools was collected for each
child that participated in the study.
Moreover, the bilingual children were selected based on the following criteria:
• they were exposed to Greek since birth
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• they were exposed to either English or German since at least the third year of their
life
• they were productive in Greek that is to say, they could communicate in simple
sentences in Greek
Six children were excluded from the study because they were not verbal in Greek
and did not produce a single word in the baseline task. Our final sample consisted
of a total of 120 children (40 Greek-German bilinguals, 40 Greek-English bilinguals,
40 Greek monolinguals) aged from four to eight years (mean age = 6.1 years, range
= 4.0-8.9), all typically developing and no known neurological, hearing, or learning
disorders. Additionally, 40 Greek monolingual adults (mean age = 20.3, range = 20-25)
were recruited as a control group. The child participants in the study were matched in
chronological age across populations. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) indicated no
significant differences in age among the groups, F(2, 2877) = 1.75, p = 0.17. Table
3.1 provides the descriptive statistics for all groups including the control group for their
age, age of onset (AoO), vocabulary scores, socio-economic status (SES), and length
of exposure (LoE) to Greek in detail. This information (except for vocabulary which
was measured using the baseline task) was collected in the form of a questionnaire that
was based on the Alberta Language Environment Questionnaire (Paradis, 2011) and the
Alberta Language Development Questionnaire (see Antoniou and Katsos (2017); Paradis
et al. (2010)) and adapted for the purposes of this study as well as for the age range of the
participants. Specifically, SES was measured as the composite z score of parental education
and SES questions. Based on that, participants were arranged from lower to higher socio-
economic status. Specifically, information about LoE was collected measured through
questions about the frequency with which parents, guardians (including grandparents)
and other siblings spoke Greek to the child on a scale from 1 (English/German almost
never/Greek almost always) to 5 (English/German almost always/Greek almost never).
Output was measured as the frequency with which the child spoke Greek to the same
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family members and guardians. Greek language use at home was then calculated as the
mean proportion of Greek input and output that the child received from and directed to
other family members (mother, father, siblings and grandparents).
The age range of the groups was determined by the age of acquisition of the specific
structures under investigation. In particular, studies have shown that reflexives are acquired
around age three in all of the languages the children of this study were exposed to, while
passives have been shown to be acquired relatively late in comparison with age five being
reported as the earliest age of acquisition for English and German. Greek children have
been found to struggle with passive constructions around age seven and even then we
cannot speak of adult-like mastery.
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SD 1.06 0.94 0.22




SD 10.25 12.08 5.64
Range 8-42 2-47 28-47
Mean age of onset 0.93 1.33 NA
SD 0.96 1.25 NA
Range 0-3.0 0-3.5 NA
SES -0.279 0.305 0.007
SD 1.58 1.53 1.45
Range -4.37-1.82 -3.03-2.63 -3.44-2.63
LoE 10.47 11.08 NA
SD 3.04 2.64 NA
Range 3-15 7-15 NA
DE-GR = Greek-German bilinguals; UK-GR = Greek-English bilinguals; GR = Greek monolinguals
NA = Not Applicable
Table 3.1 Descriptive statistics in children groups
Recruitment was not too stringent with regard to the language environment in which
the children were growing up; due to increased mobility and migration in recent years,
some of the families that were recruited had moved to their respective countries within
the first, second, or third year of their child’s birth. These families were included in the
study. Specifically, 61% of the Greek-English bilinguals were born and are being raised in
the UK; they are either being raised with Greek only at home but are attending bilingual
Greek-English nursery schools or they are being raised in a bilingual setting (with one
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parent speaking Greek and the other parent speaking English) and are also attending
bilingual Greek-English nursery schools.
As for the Greek-German bilinguals, 86% of them were born and are being raised
in Germany; they are either being raised in a Greek-only setting but attending bilingual
Greek-German nursery schools and some of them are growing up in a bilingual setting
with one parent speaking the heritage language (Greek) and the other parent speaking the
environment language, in this case German.
With regard to the socio-economic and educational background of the children partici-
pants, the monolingual children were recruited from the School of English Experimental
primary school in Evosmos, Thessaloniki; the Greek-English bilingual children were
recruited from one Saturday school in Cambridge, UK and two state nurseries in London.
The adult controls all held a University degree.
Before approaching schools for recruitment, the experimenters underwent DBS checks
in all of the testing countries. In addition to this, ethics approval was obtained by the
Department of English and American Studies at the Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin for
recruitment in Berlin, Germany; by the Department of Modern and Medieval Languages at
the University of Cambridge for recruitment in the wider area of Cambridge, UK; by the
Governing Board of the Experimental Primary School of Evosmos. Finally, both teacher
and parent consent was obtained in all of the testing locations.
3.3.2 Sample characteristics
When working with bilingual populations, or children populations in general, homogeneity
is an issue that often poses a challenge. Finding and recruiting homogeneous groups of
bilingual children is a challenge which is mitigated by a number of variables. Firstly,
working with children, as do all studies involving human participants, entails asking for
ethics approvals from the respective institutions which assess the risks and attainability
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of the study as well as parents and schools. Schools have to adhere to strict curricula and
policies which may prohibit their participation in linguistic studies.
Lotem succinctly summarises some of the main characteristics to take into account
when recruiting bilingual populations especially. Namely, "social status (e.g., immigrant,
indigenous, privileged minorities), differences in age (early/late age of onset of L2 ac-
quisition), birth order, family size, acquisition order (simultaneous/sequential), degree
of exposure, acquisition contexts (e.g., one parent for each language, one language at
home vs. another language at kindergarten or school), and relative prestige of languages"
(Armon-lotem, 2012, p. 1).
All of these variables can pose a formidable challenge when undertaking studies such
as the present one. As it was mentioned above, recruiting for this study took place in three
different countries: England, Germany, and Greece. The 40 monolingual children and the
40 monolingual adults who were tested in Greece formed relatively homogeneous groups
in terms of background, SES, and age since all of the children were tested in the same
school and all of the adults controls were tested at the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki.
Characteristics such as birth order or family size were not considered for these two groups.
3.3.3 The pilot study
Before the main study was conducted, 12 children (mean age 5), all monolingual speakers
of Greek were recruited to pilot the two experimental tasks and to check for errors in
methodology and in the design of the tasks. The children were typically developing and
had no known neurological, hearing, or learning disorders. The results of the pilot study
were satisfactory and minor changes in the order of presentation of some of the items
were made. The data collected for the pilot study was only used as a guide regarding the
efficiency of the tasks and the validity of the items and was not included in the results of
the present study.
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3.3.4 Battery of tasks
Before delving into the design of the experimental tasks, some general information on the
testing procedure and protocol is presented below.
Firstly, to ensure that no unfair advantage was given to any children in any direction
and in order to set a baseline, we started all testing sessions with the Renfrew’s (1998)
expressive vocabulary task, a picture-naming task which has been adapted for Greek by
Vogindroukas et al. (2009). We tried to match participants across groups based on their
scores and to include children who were at least productive in Greek. This was especially
important since a lot of parents had deemed their bilingual children to be fluent in Greek
during recruitment when, in fact, some of them were non-verbal in Greek or exhibited very
low productivity scores in Greek compared to their monolingual peers (see Section 3.4 for
more details).
Secondly, the order in which the experimental tasks were administered was counter-
balanced across participants. Half of them (= 20) started off with the first experimental
task (3.5) and half of them started off with the second experimental task (3.6). In order to
ensure objective results the exact same procedure was followed for all of the participants
across groups.
The two experimental tasks that were administered are: a) the truth-value judgement
task (TVJT) and b) the act-out task (AOT). These two tasks have both been primarily
used in the literature as comprehension tasks. However, for our purposes the TVJT was
designed in such a way that for some of the items, it resembled a forced-production task in
an attempt to elicit the studied structures in Greek or to at least pinpoint when they become
productive. Section 3.5.1 provides detailed information on the variables we tested as well
as insight as to how we designed the test materials.
Both experiments were designed for the purposes of investigating the acquisition of
Voice alternations in bilingual children whose first language is Greek (in the case of sequen-
tial bilinguals) and either Greek-English or Greek-German (in the case of simultaneous
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bilinguals). The rationale for the TVJT was based and adapted from Crain and Thornton
(1998); novel video clips were created for the test items for this task. The rationale for
the act-out task was also was based and adapted from Crain and Thornton (1998) as well
as from Winskel (2004); the stories created for this task revolved around three sets of
Playmobil toys.
With regard to the general testing protocol, each child was tested in a quiet space either
at their school or family home and sat at a desk facing the laptop during the TVJT and
facing the Playmobil toys during the AOT, next to the experimenter. The premise of the
session with the experimenter was that they were going to play two games together. Once
they agreed to play, the child and the experimenter went into the quiet space. The session
started off with the experimenter explaining the rules of the games in the order in which
they were ‘played’.
Each task had trial examples before the actual testing began to ensure that the child had
understood the procedure for each task and that they had time to ask for clarifications (see
Sections 3.5.2 and 3.6.2 for the experimental procedure followed for each experimental
task). Where further elucidation was required, this was given through the repetition of the
trials along with more verbal explanation by the experimenter. The children were informed
at the beginning of play that they could stop playing the games at any point during the
session. In cases of fatigue, or lack of concentration the children were dismissed or were
given a short break and the tasks were resumed afterwards. All children were rewarded
with a sticker for their participation.
The rationale in choosing to base our investigation on two comprehension tasks lay in
the lack of comprehension studies with regard to transitivity alternations in Greek bilingual
children. In addition to this, the few studies that had focused on bilingual populations (or
monolingual populations) had employed production tasks. Given that in Greek, passives are
a late phenomenon (see Section 1.6) in contrast to English and German, we hypothesised
that checking for comprehension or sensitivity to the Greek Nact can capture the beginnings
of its acquisition before they become productive.
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Prior to the session, parents and caretakers were asked to fill out language background
questionnaires which informed our understanding of language use at home and in school.
Specifically, the questionnaires included questions about (for more information about the
questionnaires see Appendix A):
• language use with family members at home (since birth and until the time of filling
out the questionnaire)
• language use between parents, caretakers, relatives, and other people living at home
(in the case of bilingual families)
• children’s consistent input and output in Greek (as estimated by the parents, or other
guardians)
• parents’ estimation of children’s Greek comprehension and production skills (or in
each of their two languages in the case of bilingual children)
• time of immigration to the UK or Germany (if children were not born in the respective
countries)
• information about parental education
• information about the family’s socio-economic status
• information about exposure to written Greek through reading
We found that the sequential Greek-English bilingual children who were born in the
UK were exposed to Greek at the mean age of 15 months and had a mean LoE to Greek of
4.5 out of 15 on our questionnaire scale which meant they were being consistently exposed
to more English than Greek. The sequential Greek-German bilingual children who were
born in Germany were exposed to Greek at the mean age of 10 months and had a mean
LoE to Greek of 4.7 out of 15 on our questionnaire scale which meant that were being
consistently exposed to more German than Greek. Finally, regarding the socioeconomic
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status of the families, it turned out that all of the children, including monolingual children,
who participated belonged to mid-to-high SES families.
3.4 The baseline task: Renfrew’s expressive vocabulary
task adapted for Greek by Vogindroukas et al.
As it was pointed out above, all of the sessions started off with the administration of the
picture-naming baseline task which is the only currently available task for this age range
that assesses productive vocabulary in Greek (Vogindroukas et al., 2009). This task is based
on Renfrew’s expressive vocabulary task (1998) and adapted for Greek by Vogindroukas et
al.
This task is administered as a PowerPoint presentation on a laptop and consists of a
total of 50 black-and-white pictures. The children are asked to name the object that is
depicted on each slide. The task does not have a discontinue rule and all items need to be
administered. The items become progressively harder conceptually and vocabulary-wise,
starting off with pictures for keys and snake, moving on to pictures for crocodile and
kangaroo, and finishing with pictures for steeple and lighthouse. Due to the increasing
complexity of the words depicted, in cases of non-verbal bilingual children who did not
produce a single word after the first 10 items, which correspond to frequent Greek words,
we stopped the task. Fig. 3.1 provides an overview of the increasing complexity of the
pictures included in the task.
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Fig. 3.1 Expressive vocabulary task
At the beginning of each testing session, each participant’s lexical abilities in Greek
were evaluated. A one-way ANOVA with the raw vocabulary scores as the within par-
ticipants factor and Group as the between groups factor revealed a main effect of Group
F(2, 679.7) p < .001. Post-hoc Tukey tests revealed that the Greek children had a higher
accuracy of 77% in the Greek expressive vocabulary task than their Greek-German peers
(p < .001) who achieved 50%. Greek children were also significantly better than their
Greek-English peers (p < .001) who achieved 47%. The variability in individual responses
is shown in Fig. 3.2 and it provides a better picture of the significant differences among the
groups of children.
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Fig. 3.2 Individual vocabulary scores of all children populations
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3.5 Task I: The truth-value judgement task
As it has already been mentioned, the first experimental task was based and adapted from
Crain and Thornton (1998).
Rationale Truth-value judgement tasks have been extensively used in the literature as
they allow researchers to tap into "which meanings children can and cannot assign
to sentences" (Crain and Thornton, 1998, p. 209). For our purposes, the TVJT
will allow us to observe how many interpretations children attribute to the Greek
syncretism in specific contexts whether it be more or fewer than those adults attribute
to it. The dependent measure is whether the child correctly comprehended the
statement made by the puppet (and secondly, whether the child produced the correct
construction if the false statements are used as means to elicit production).
Advantages The TVJT allows the experimenter to control both the prompts that is, the
sentences the child hears, as well as the meaning attached to them by creating the
appropriate context. It also creates a playful, game-like atmosphere so that the
child does not feel like she is being tested because ultimately it appears that the
judgements of the puppet are under investigation.
Disadvantages The limitation of the TVJT is a practical one: it can be quite time-
consuming and if it used as part of a larger battery of tasks, it can be challenging to
complete it and to maintain the child’s concentration. Because of this, the number
of trials that can be included is limited and this is something that was taken into
account when designing the trials for our experiment.
3.5.1 Materials
The items in this task have been traditionally presented through a puppet show. However,
for this study, novel video clips were created that depicted the actions described by the
test items. The video clips that were used for the task were developed as part of the DFG
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AL 554/7-1; AL554/7-2: Acquisition of Voice. The video clips depicted actions performed
by a little boy, his family, and pets. For instance, in some of the videos ‘the little boy
is sleeping’, or ‘getting dressed’; in some other videos ‘his teddy bear is being washed’,
‘dried’ and so on.
The TVJT consisted of 28 items in total. Four of those items were trials during which
the children familiarised themselves with the task. The rest of the items alternated between
a filler trial and an experimental trial. This resulted in 12 fillers and the remaining 12
items comprised the experimental items. The 12 fillers included seven active verbs, two
were reciprocals, and three were unaccusatives; reciprocals and unaccusatives also use the
non-active voice in Greek but were not analysed as part of the experimental items. Out
of the 12 experimental items, four tested the so-called naturally reflexive verbs which are
common in Greek and included verbs such as comb one’s self and dress one’s self, four
tested less frequent reflexive verbs and included verbs such as hide one’s self and scratch
one’s self, and, finally, four tested passive verbs in Greek and included verbs such as to be
wiped and to be dressed. Table B.1 presents a full list of all of the verbs used in the trials.
The items that tested the passive were all short passives (they did not include an
agentive by-phrase) and had inanimate objects (the teddy bear). All arguments were full
lexical NPs instead of pronouns.The items were designed in such a way that the statements
the puppet made were true 50% for half of the trials and false for the rest of them. In
addition to alternating test items with filler items, the veracity of the statements (whether
what the puppet said was true or false) was also randomised.
3.5.2 Procedure
The premise of the task was that a frog puppet named ‘Elenitsa’ wanted to learn Greek;
the child was asked to watch the video clips along with the puppet. After each video clip,
the child listened to the puppet describe what happened in the story. The child was then
asked whether that was correct that is, whether what the puppet described corresponded
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to what happened in the story. Traditionally, the child has a choice between a reward
and a punishment for the puppet but we included the notion of a reward and the notion
of constructive feedback instead. The reason for this is twofold: We wanted to avoid
the negative associations attributed to the concept of punishment; it has been previously
reported that children have found the aspect of punishment more entertaining and would
over-select that one over the reward.
In this study, if the puppet was correct the child was asked to reward her for her correct
answer by “feeding” her a small piece of chocolate; if the puppet was wrong, she was
asked to "feed" her a small piece of carrot (to provide her with a less attractive reward)
for her incorrect answer as a way of telling her that she ‘needed to study harder’. In
the latter case, the child was also asked what happened in the story? which formed the
forced-production component of the task. The test items were interspersed with filler items
in order to check for answer biases and/or lack of concentration. The task required roughly
20 to 25 minutes to complete depending on the participant and the speed with which they
were replying/rewarding the puppet.
Two example stories are shown in Fig. 3.3 which presents the video clips scene-by-
scene as they unfolded. The item on the left is one of the experimental items testing the
passive (prompt: plithike = was washed / target interpretation: ntithike = was dressed) and
gives a false prompt in order to extract the target interpretation. Similarly, the item on the
right is one of the filler items that is testing the active Voice in Greek (prompt: katharise =
cleaned / target interpretation: espase = broke) and also gives a false prompt in order to
extract the target interpretation. The dialogues in (23) and (24) took place after the child
watched the video for the passive and the filler trial respectively.
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Left = Passive Voice; Right = Active Voice (filler)
Both of these items give a ‘false’ prompt
Fig. 3.3 The Truth Value Judgement Task
Example: Passive Voice
(23) Puppet: Ksero ti egine stin istoria (= I know what happened in the story).
To arkudaki plithike (= The teddy bear was washed).
Experimenter: Afto egine stin istoria? (= Is that what happened in the story?)
a) Child: Ne (= Yes). If the child incorrectly understood that the puppet was
correct, the experimenter would prompt the child to ‘feed’ the puppet what she
deemed appropriate, in this case a piece of chocolate.
Experimenter: Ti tha fai i Elenitsa? (= What is Elenitsa going to eat?)
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The experimenter would then wait for the child to choose the appropriate ‘reward’
before moving on to the next item.
b) Child: Ohi (= No). If the child correctly understood that the puppet was wrong,
the experimenter would prompt the child to ‘feed’ the puppet what she deemed
appropriate, in this case a piece of carrot.
Experimenter: Ti tha fai i Elenitsa? (= What is Elenitsa going to eat?)
The experimenter would then wait for the child to choose the appropriate ‘reward’
before asking the child to say what really happened in the story.
Experimenter: Ti egine stin istoria? (= What happened in the story?)
Child (target response): To arkudaki ntithike (= The teddy bear was dressed).
Example: Active Voice
(24) Puppet: Ksero ti egine stin istoria (= I know what happened in the story).
To lagudaki katharise to parathiro. (= The bunny cleaned the window).
Experimenter: Afto egine stin istoria? (= Is that what happened in the story?)
a) Child: Ne (= Yes). If the child incorrectly understood that the puppet was
correct, the experimenter would prompt the child to ‘feed’ the puppet what she
deemed appropriate, in this case a piece of chocolate.
Experimenter: Ti tha fai i Elenitsa? (= What is Elenitsa going to eat?)
The experimenter would then wait for the child to choose the appropriate ‘reward’
before moving on to the next item.
b) Child: Ohi (= No). If the child correctly understood that the puppet was wrong,
the experimenter would prompt the child to ‘feed’ the puppet what she deemed
appropriate, in this case a piece of carrot.
Experimenter: Ti tha fai i Elenitsa? (= What is Elenitsa going to eat?)
The experimenter would then wait for the child to choose the appropriate ‘reward’
before asking the child to say what really happened in the story.
Experimenter: Ti egine stin istoria? (= What happened in the story?)
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Child (target response): To lagudaki espase to parathiro (= The bunny broke the
window).
Table 3.2 presents an overview of the model dialogue the experimenter held with the child
after each item was presented.
Dialogue Premise sentence & Test item
Puppet
Ksero ti egine stin istoria. _________________
I know what happened in the story. _________________
Experimenter
Afto egine stin istoria?
Is that what happened in the story?
Child
a) Yes → Ti tha fai i Elenitsa? (What is Elenitsa going to eat?)
Then the experimenter would move on to the next item
b) No ↓
Experimenter
a) Ti tha fai i Elenitsa? (What is Elenitsa going to eat?)
b) Ti egine stin istoria? (What happened in the story?)
Child
Table 3.2 TVJT dialogue template
3.6 Task II: The act-out task
This task was based and adapted from Crain and Thornton (1998) as well as from Winskel
(2004) and Ambridge and Rowland (2013); the stories created for this task revolved around
three sets of Playmobil toys.
Rationale As noted in Ambridge and Rowland (2013), "act-out tasks are generally used
to assess children’s knowledge of syntax" (p. 155). For our purposes and similarly
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to the TVJT, the AOT will allow us to observe how many interpretations children
attribute to the Greek syncretism in specific contexts whether it be more or fewer
than those adults attribute to it. The dependent measure in this case is whether the
child correctly produced an enactment e.g. with the first-named character as the
patient in the case of passive verbs.
Advantages The AOT allows us to tap into the interpretations and meanings the child
attributes to the sentences she hears. The experimenter can control the prompts
that is, the sentences the child hears as well as the toys the child is given for each
story but not the meaning attributed to them, as the task is after the child’s ‘default’
interpretation. Like, the TVJT, it also creates a playful, game-like atmosphere so
that the child does not feel like she is being tested as the entire task in based on the
premise of playing with Playmobil toys.
Disadvantages The limitation of the AOT lies in the fact that it is open-ended in terms of
possible reenactments. There is no restriction on what they child may reenact with
the toys other than the prompt sentences. This may result in difficulty interpreting
the reenactments if they are non-target and it was taken into account when designing
the materials.
3.6.1 Materials
The AOT revolved around three stories about a little boy, his mum, and their dog and a
little girl and her mum. The original stories in Greek along with the English translations
below can be found in Table B.3. Each story consisted of six main clauses and each clause
began with an NP. Choosing to refer to the subject using full NPs can be unnatural but the
reasoning behind it was to avoid ambiguity and make sure the children understood who
was being referred to. In order to reduce the unnatural repetition of the subject NP the
experimenter allowed for pauses in-between sentences and interacted with the child as she
was acting-out the story.
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As it was pointed out, interpretation may be hard in cases of non-target reenactments.
For this reason, we created these stories to be as semantically simple as possible and did
not involve too many toys for the act-outs; the objective was to see how children interpret
the Greek Nact. For example, children know that, given a noun-verb-noun string, the first
noun (usually) denotes the agent and the second the patient but in the case of passives these
roles are reversed. For the passive items, in cases of non-target items the experimenter
asked the child a comprehension question in order to aid the interpretation and the analysis
of subsequent error patterns. For instance, in Story 2 if the child incorrectly acted-out
Anna washing herself (reflexive interpretation) instead of the target which was the carpet
was being washed (passive interpretation), the experimenter would ask Who was washed?
For a detailed description of the test and filler items along with the toys, see Table B.2 and
for the toys used in each story see Fig. B.2.
3.6.2 Procedure
The premise of the task was that the experimenter and the child were going to play with
some Playmobil toys. The experimenter ensured that the child was familiar with all of the
toys by naming them as they were taken out of the bag and placed in front of the child.
The experimenter would only present the child with the toys that were relevant to each
story. The experimenter would try to create a playful atmosphere as she was narrating the
stories. After each item, she would give the child plenty of time to re-enact what she heard
before moving on to the next item. If the child was unsure, or would not re-enact anything,
the experimenter would repeat the sentence one more time and encourage her to use the
toys to re-enact it. If the child gave no response then the experimenter would move on to
the next part of the story. This task was 10-15 minutes depending on the participant and
the speed with which they re-enacted the stories.
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3.7 Interim summary
The main research questions pertain to how bilingual children acquire the different mor-
phosyntactic systems that are available in their two languages to express passives
and reflexives. Special attention is given to passives because literature on L1 ac-
quisition has consistently pointed out that they are acquired late. We investigated
whether bilinguals perform similarly to their monolingual peers in that condition.
We further investigated if they show any differences in the errors they make and
overall performance. Finally, we wanted to see if there is crosslinguistic influence
between the two linguistic systems.
The main predictions are children across populations will struggle with passives. Bilin-
guals might perform better in reflexives due to the morphosyntactic differences and
saliency in their other language. We hypothesised that if bilinguals pattern after
monolinguals that implies that their two linguistic systems are interacting.
The participants were recruited in England, Germany, and Greece. Their age range was
four to eight years old. We investigated a number of factors that play a role in
bilingual research such as AoO, LoE and vocabulary size.
The battery of tasks comprises an expressive vocabulary task in Greek and the two
experimental tasks namely, TVJT and AOT. The materials and the procedure were
explained in detail. In the next chapter, we turn to the results.

Chapter 4
What we observed: Results
4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the results of this study. As pointed out in the previous chapter, this
study was conducted to answer four research questions with respect to the acquisition
of transitivity alternations in Greek-German and Greek-English bilinguals who were
compared to their Greek monolingual peers.
Sections 4.2 and 4.3 describes the coding scheme that was adopted for each of the two
experimental tasks and how the raw data was processed in order to be able to conduct
statistical analyses. In particular, the coding scheme and the levels of the outcome
variables are explained in detail.
Section 4.4 introduces the statistical tools that were used to conduct the statistical analyses
for this study. It further elaborates on the reasons behind this choice.
Sections 4.5 and 4.6 discuss the results of TVJT and AOT respectively. They present
the models that were fitted to the data for each of the outcome variables and also
present qualitative information about the participants’ performance. At the end of
each section, the emerging error patterns are elaborated on.
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4.2 Data preparation: Coding and scoring - TVJT
After the data collection procedure was completed, the data was anonymised and coded.
To maintain anonymity in accordance with data privacy regulations, all of the participants
were assigned code names and only their age was retained for the purposes of the study.
Participants’ responses were audio-recorded during the TVJT sessions due to the com-
plexity of administering the task: it required simultaneous use of the laptop to present the
experimental items, use of the puppet and the experimenter had to ensure that the child
selected one of the two "rewards" for the puppet (see the dialogue template for TVJT 3.2).
For this reason, the responses were manually transcribed to an Excel sheet offline by the
experimenter and the research assistant that assisted with the data collection. Inter-coder
reliability for two coders was assessed for a random sample of 15% of the data. The two
coders achieved a 96% agreement, with a Cohen’s Kappa of .936.
The version of TVJT that was created and used in this study was a measure for two
conditions namely, the comprehension and production of the Non-active Voice in Greek.
These were coded and scored as follows.
The comprehension condition. All correct responses to true statements (i.e. when the
puppet made a true statement and the child correctly understood that as being correct
by rewarding the puppet with a piece of chocolate) were coded as correct and given
a value of ‘1’. All incorrect responses, or ‘error acceptance’ instances (i.e. when
the puppet made a true statement and the child incorrectly understood that as being
false by rewarding the puppet with a piece of carrot), were coded as incorrect and
were given a value of ‘0’. Similarly, all correct responses to false statements (i.e.
when the puppet made a false statement and the child correctly understood that as
being false by rewarding the puppet with a piece of carrot) were coded as correct
and given a value of ‘1’. Finally, all error acceptance instances (i.e. when the puppet
made a false statement and the child incorrectly understood that as being true by
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rewarding the puppet with a piece of chocolate) were coded as incorrect and given a
value of ‘0’.
The production condition. This condition applies to those trials that were designed such
that the statements the puppet made were false. When the children correctly identified
those statements as being false (i.e. when the puppet made a false statement and
the child correctly understood that as being false by rewarding the puppet with a
piece of carrot), they were then asked to produce the correct verb to help the puppet
learn Greek (see Scenario 1 above). Their responses were divided and coded into
two categories: a) all responses the child produced which included the target verb
in the target Voice (nonactive or active depending on whether it was a filler or an
experimental item) that corresponded to the action that took place in the video, were
coded as correct and given a value of ‘1’. All incorrect responses, the production of
the wrong Voice, or the production of something completely irrelevant were coded
as incorrect and given a value of ‘0’. We assigned the label target production to
this condition. b) all responses the child produced which included the target Voice
(nonactive or active depending on whether it was a filler or an experimental item)
but not the target verb (for instance, instead of broke the window, some children
produced ruined the window), were coded as correct for Voice and given a value of
‘1’. We assigned the label target morphology production to this condition.
Some final notes on coding. The reason for the double coding of the production condition
stems from that fact that a lot of children produced the target Voice but not the target
verb and it could be argued that verb choice is dependent on the child’s vocabulary
size and/or the amount of exposure to Greek. If we had coded these responses as
incorrect, that would not have reflected their performance accurately, as it would
have indicated a very low performance in production overall. Therefore, we decided
to reward children for the correct use of Voice in the appropriate context as that
demonstrates their sensitivity to it and their mastery of it which, ultimately, lies
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at the centre of our research questions. In addition to this, it should be noted that
for error acceptance instances (i.e. when the puppet made a false statement and
the child incorrectly understood that as being true by rewarding the puppet with a
piece of chocolate), the child was not asked to produce the correct verb and these
trials were coded as ‘not applicable’ with regard to production and given ‘NA’ as
a value. Finally, responses containing inter-sentential code-switching or given in
either German or English (this only applied to the bilingual populations), responses
with missing verbs, or null responses were excluded from the calculations.
Moreover, errors were also coded separately in order to investigate any systematic error
patterns, which emerged and were observed consistently across populations to specific
items. After the manual transcription, we ended up with the following dependent variables
with regard to TVJT (3.5):
• Accuracy scores for the comprehension condition
• Accuracy scores for the target Voice production condition
• Accuracy scores for the target morphology production
4.3 Data preparation: Coding and scoring - AOT
With respect to the AOT, each session was video recorded with the experimenter ensuring
that only the child’s hands were visible in the recordings. The rationale for this was similar
to the above: the task involved the use of different toys and the simultaneous narration of
the stories. For this reasons, the responses were also manually transcribed to an Excel sheet
offline by the experimenter and the research assistant that assisted with the data collection.
Inter-coder reliability for two coders was assessed for a random sample of 15% of the data.
The two coders achieved a 99% agreement, with a Cohen’s Kappa of .950.
The version of AOT that was created and used in this study was a measure for one
condition namely, the comprehension of the Non-active Voice in Greek. The outcome
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variable was target re-enactments which implied comprehension of the items. This variable
was coded as follows.
The comprehension condition. All correct re-enactments of the target items (i.e. when
the child correctly acted-out the story that the experimenter told her using the
available toys) were coded as correct and given a value of ‘1’. All incorrect responses
(i.e. re-enactments that did not correspond to the story that was narrated) were coded
as incorrect and given a value of ‘0’. If the child did not perform any re-enactments
with the toys then those trials were coded as ‘not applicable’ and given ‘NA’ as a
value. Finally, re-enactments that did not relate to the narrated story were (i.e. if the
child used the toys to act-out something that did not relate to what she just heard)
were excluded from the calculations.
4.4 Models and packages used
All analyses were conducted using R (R Core Team, 2018). Generalized Linear Mixed
Effects Models (GLMM) were fitted to the data for the analyses of the TVJT and the AOT
and to calculate the main effects using the glm function in R and linear mixed-effects
models were fitted using the lmer function in the lme4 library of R (Bates et al., 2015).
Following Jaeger (2008), Hatzidaki et al. (2018) and Baayen (2008), I used linear
mixed-effects logit models over the widely used ANOVAs for five main reasons:
1. the dependent variable of the study was binomial (that is, whether participants
answered yes/no in reply to the comprehension questions after each trial for the
TVJT and whether participants acted-out the actions correctly/incorrectly in the AOT
based on the story that was narrated to them). In this respect, the logistic regression
allowed us to directly analyse the participants’ individual responses for each trial
without having to rely on an aggregated mean response per condition as is the case
with ANOVAs (see also Dixon 2008)
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2. as Jaeger (2008) mentions in his case study, mixed-effects models are better than
ANOVAs at coping with missing values, they do not make the frequently unjustified
assumption of the homogeneity of variances, and finally, the package used here
maximises penalised quasi-likelihood
3. another great advantage of using mixed-effects models is that it allowed us to directly
include subject and item variance in the same model, so that it would no longer be
necessary to perform separate F1 and F2 analyses (which is the case with ANOVAs).
(Hatzidaki et al. 2018, p. 496; Jaeger 2008)
4. logit models provide us with more information about the directionality and size of
the effect in comparison to the ANOVA output and specifically,
5. Mixed logit models are an extension of logistic regressions with the difference that
they allow for modelling of random subject and item effects. Including these random
factors is crucial because they allow us to make generalisations beyond the random
sample and items chosen in the current study (Clark, 1973).
Finally, it has been argued in the literature that "computational statistical modeling, more
precisely finite mixture of autoregressive generalized linear models (GLMs; Lindsey
(1997)), can provide new insights into cognitive variability" (Dauvier et al., 2012, p. 441).
GLMs account for the variability in the real world and allow for a more conservative and
accurate representation of our data ... GLMs offer a wide range of very flexible tools to
investigate psychological processes. They also provide the opportunity to address several
theoretical issues within a single analysis, reducing the risk of hidden effects due to data
aggregation" (Dauvier et al., 2012, p. 441).
4.5 Results I: The truth-value judgement task
In this section, I will report the results for the comprehension condition of the TVJT. First,
I will look at the individual variation within each group. After that, I will turn to the
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GLMMs that were fitted to the data. For each result, I report the coefficient and its level of
significance for each independent variable that was added to the model as a predictor. As
in linear regressions, mixed logit models return a coefficient value for each contrast in the
model. Coefficients in mixed logit models are given in log-odds (the space in which mixed
logit models are fitted to the data). Significant positive coefficients show that a correct
answer is more likely in the tested level of the variable than in the other (Jaeger, 2008).
4.5.1 Comprehension scores
We began by analysing the accuracy of participants’ responses in the comprehension
condition. To investigate individual variation within each group for this condition, we
plotted the proportion of accurate comprehension scores for each child (%) across all
experimental conditions, as shown in Figure 4.1.
The plots show that Greek monolingual children performed at ceiling with little variability.
They also show that bilingual children are performing above chance but their accuracy
is more variable. Overall, Greek monolingual children were 95.8% (SD = 0.895, range
= 20-24) accurate in the filler sentences, Greek-English bilingual children 93.5% (SD =
1.613, range = 17-24), and Greek-German bilingual children 91.7% (SD = 1.542, range =
18-24). This meant that they performed above chance and were successful in completing
the TVJT. Our control group of Greek adults performed at ceiling in all of the conditions.
They were 99.1% accurate in all of the conditions (SD = 0.400, range = 23-24).
Next, I turn to the GLMM model that was built for this outcome variable. The random
effects structure of all models included random intercepts. The fixed effects were: (i)
Group (Greek-English bilinguals vs Greek-German bilinguals vs Greek monolinguals), (ii)
Interpretation (3 levels: inherently reflexive vs. reflexive vs. passive), and (iii) Vocabulary
score. The random effects were: (i) Test items and (ii) Participants. Age was not included as
a fixed effect because an analysis of variance (ANOVA) indicated no significant differences
in age among the groups, F(2, 2877) = 1.75, p = 0.17. All variables were zero-centred to
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(a) Total correct responses for comprehension in Greek
monolingual children
(b) Total correct responses for comprehension in Greek-German
bilingual children
(c) Total correct responses for comprehension in Greek-English
bilingual children
Fig. 4.1 Percentage of correct responses for comprehension across children populations
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allow meaningful interpretation of effects. Random effects for participants and items were
included in all models to control for by-participant and by-item variation within one model.
This was run for all of the children groups.
The analysis revealed a significant effect of Vocabulary reflecting that vocabulary size
was a strong predictor of Comprehension score (β = 0.044, SE = 0.010, z = 4.286, p <
.001). That is, children with higher scores in vocabulary tended to perform overall better
in the comprehension condition. Indeed, upon inspecting the differences in vocabulary
size visually, it becomes clear why vocabulary is such a strong predictor in the model.
The average score for each one of the children groups is shown in Fig. 4.2. Monolingual
children outperform both bilingual groups which is hardly surprising.
Fig. 4.2 Average Vocabulary Score per Population
Furthermore, the model revealed a significant interaction of Vocabulary and Passives
(β = -2.531, SE = 0.713, z = -3.549, p < .001) which was another significant predictor
of children’s accuracy in the comprehension condition. Based on this, we could already
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draw some preliminary conclusions. In particular, vocabulary size predicts with a high
level of confidence the performance children had in comprehension. Similarly for passives,
we could conclude that it posed a challenge for all children. Better accuracy responses to
passives were predicted by better vocabulary. Bearing this difference in mind, we explored
further GLMMs in order to ascertain which one was the best fit for our data. In order to find
the model that best fit the data, we further explored the interaction between Interpretation
and Vocabulary. Based on a decrease in the AIC, BIC and logs likelihood this model was
considered to be a better fit for the data. The analysis revealed a significant effect for
Vocabulary (β = 0.092, SE = 0.026, z = 3.471, p < .001).
We also explored the interaction of Group and Interpretation but the AIC, BIC and
logs likelihood of the model increased accordingly. Therefore, the model exploring the
interaction of Vocabulary and Interpretation was considered to be the best fit for the data
and is presented in Table 4.1. We then performed pairwise comparisons to see if there were
any more fine-grained differences in the performance of the groups. Pairwise comparisons
for the Greek-English and Greek-German bilingual groups showed that the difference in
Vocabulary was significant (β = 0.095, SE = 0.033, z = 2.831, p = .001) meaning that a
larger size vocabulary confidently predicted their accuracy scores in the comprehension
condition.
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Predictor β SE z p
Best fit model structure: Accuracy ∼ Interpretation * Vocabulary + (1 |Target_items)
+ (1 |Participant_ID) (n = 2880)
Variance of participants’ random effect: 0.283 (SD = 0.532)
Variance of items’ random effect: 1.405 (SD = 1.185)
(Intercept) 1.551 0.803 1.931 .053
Group = UK 0.337 0.237 1.422 .155
Group = GR 0.265 0.319 0.832 .405
Vocabulary 0.092 0.026 3.471 <.001***
Active 0.262 0.0910 0.288 .773
Passive -0.150 0.914 -0.164 .870
Reflexive -0.014 1.115 -0.013 .990
Vocabulary : Active -0.001 0.030 -0.045 .964
Vocabulary : Passive -0.101 0.028 -0.045 <.001***
Vocabulary : Reflexive -0.003 0.035 -0.96 .924
Table 4.1 Logit mixed model analyses of accuracy scores in comprehension
Interaction of Vocabulary and Interpretation
Furthermore, the interaction of Vocabulary and Passives was also significant reflecting
that the better bilingual children performed in passives, the better the size of their vocabu-
lary (β = -0.111, SE = 0.036, z = -3.063, p = .001). There were no other differences in the
bilingual groups. The results are reported in Table 4.2.
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Predictor β SE z p
Best fit model structure: Accuracy ∼ Interpretation * Vocabulary + (1 |Target_items)
+ (1 |Participant_ID) (n = 1920)
Variance of participants’ random effect: 0.336 (SD = 0.580)
Variance of items’ random effect: 1.309 (SD = 1.144)
(Intercept) 1.434 0.850 1.687 .092
Group = UK 0.372 0.248 1.502 .133
Vocabulary 0.096 0.034 2.831 .001**
Active 0.216 0.957 0.225 .822
Passive 0.207 0.981 0.211 .833
Reflexive -0.651 1.201 -0.542 .588
Vocabulary : Active 0.002 0.038 -0.054 .957
Vocabulary : Passive -0.111 0.036 -3.063 .001**
Vocabulary : Reflexive -0.049 0.053 0.913 .361
Table 4.2 Logit mixed model analyses of accuracy scores in comprehension
Comparison of Greek-English and Greek-German bilinguals
Pairwise comparisons for the Greek monolinguals and the Greek-German bilinguals
showed that the difference in Vocabulary was significant (β = 0.105, SE = 0.037, z = 2.790,
p = .001). That is, it predicted their accuracy scores here, too. Finally, vocabulary predicted
accuracy in Passives; the effect was significant (β = -0.124, SE = 0.039, z = -3.143, p =
.001) reflecting that children’s performance in the passive condition was strongly affected
by their overall accuracy score. This model is presented in Table 4.3.
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Predictor β SE z p
Best fit model structure: Accuracy ∼ Interpretation * Vocabulary + (1 |Target_items)
+ (1 |Participant_ID) (n = 1920)
Variance of participants’ random effect: 0.092 (SD = 0.3028)
Variance of items’ random effect: 1.592 (SD = 1.262)
(Intercept) 1.272 1.004 1.267 .205
Group = GR 0.175 0.336 0.521 .602
Vocabulary 0.106 0.038 2.790 .001**
Active 0.098 1.135 0.087 .931
Passive 0.660 1.159 0.569 .569
Reflexive 0.762 1.391 0.548 .584
Vocabulary : Active -0.005 0.041 -0.128 .898
Vocabulary : Passive -0.124 0.039 -3.143 .001**
Vocabulary : Reflexive -0.037 0.046 -0.815 .415
Table 4.3 Logit mixed model analyses of accuracy scores in comprehension
Comparison of Greek monolinguals and Greek-German bilinguals
Finally, pairwise comparisons for the Greek-English bilinguals and Greek monolinguals
showed that the difference in Vocabulary was significant (β = 0.083, SE = 0.030, z = 2.739,
p = .001) meaning that, in this comparison too, vocabulary was a strong predictor of their
accuracy scores. This model is shown in Table 4.4.
It is worth noting that when checking for the interaction between Group and Inter-
pretation, the Passive condition was significant, reflecting that the accuracy score was
significantly affected, i.e. declined, by their performance in passives (β = -1.760, SE =
0.804, z = -2.188, p < .001). No other comparisons were significant. So even without
vocabulary as a predictor, passives are still the ones that negatively impact children’s
performance in the comprehension condition. All in all, what becomes clear from these
pairwise comparisons is that there are no other significant differences among the three
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groups and Vocabulary seems to predict their accuracy scores for the comprehension
condition, especially in passives.
Predictor β SE z p
Best fit model structure: Accuracy ∼ Interpretation * Vocabulary + (1 |Target_items)
+ (1 |Participant_ID) (n = 1920)
Variance of participants’ random effect: 0.496 (SD = 0.705)
Variance of items’ random effect: 0.781 (SD = 0.884)
(Intercept) 1.798 0.970 1.853 .064
Group = UK 0.029 0.378 0.076 .940
Vocabulary 0.083 0.030 2.739 .001**
Active 0.846 0.977 0.866 .387
Passive -0.475 0.976 -0.487 .626
Reflexive -0.103 1.123 -0.092 .927
Vocabulary : Active -0.007 0.034 -0.216 .829
Vocabulary : Passive -0.076 0.031 -2.429 .01*
Vocabulary : Reflexive -0.001 0.038 0.016 .987
Table 4.4 Logit mixed model analyses of accuracy scores in comprehension
Comparison of Greek monolinguals and Greek-English bilinguals
4.5.2 Target production scores
Turning to the target production condition, we began by analysing the accuracy of partici-
pants’ responses. Target production was applicable for those trials where the comprehen-
sion question was manipulated such that it was false. To investigate individual variation
within each group for this condition, we plotted the proportion of accurate comprehension
scores for each child (%) across all experimental conditions, as shown in Figure 4.3.
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(a) Total correct responses for target production in Greek
monolingual children
(b) Total correct responses for target production in
Greek-German bilingual children
(c) Total correct responses for target production in
Greek-English bilingual children
Fig. 4.3 Percentage of correct responses for target production across children populations
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Upon first inspection, the plots show that Greek monolingual children performed more
‘uniformly’ than bilingual children but exhibited some variability in specific items. Bilin-
gual children show a lot more variation in their responses. To explore these differences
further, we turn to the GLMM model fitted to this data. The random effects structure of
all models included random intercepts. The fixed effects were: (i) Group (Greek-English
bilinguals vs. Greek-German bilinguals vs. Greek monolinguals), (ii) Interpretation (3
levels: active vs. reflexive vs. passive), and (iii) Vocabulary. The random effects were:
(i) Test items and (ii) Participants. All variables were zero-centred to allow meaningful
interpretation of effects. Random effects for participants and items were included in all
models to control for by-participant and by-item variation within one model. This was run
for all of the children groups.
The analysis revealed a significant effect of Group for the Greek-English bilinguals
(β = -0.621, SE = 0.229, z = -2.713, p = .001) reflecting their poor performance in target
production. Additionally, a significant effect of Vocabulary (β = 0.067, SE = 0.009, z =
6.801, p < .001) was revealed indicating that vocabulary was a strong predictor of overall
performance in this condition, too. We then further explored the interaction of Vocabulary
and Group, and Vocabulary remained a significant predictor of performance (β = 0.068, SE
= 0.015, z = 4.279, p < .001). In trying to find the model that best fit out data, we further
explored the interaction of Group and Interpretation and this revealed a significant effect
of Group for Greek monolinguals (β = 1.085, SE = 0.467, z = 2.323, p = .01) meaning
that being a member of this group significantly predicted overall performance. In other
words, monolinguals performed significantly better in target production. Also, a significant
effect of the Greek monolingual group was found for Passive (β = -1.606, SE = 0.540, z
= -2.970, p = .001) meaning that monolinguals performed significantly better in passives
than the rest. The model that best fit the data based on AIC, BIC, and log likelihood was
the last one. Namely, target production was best predicted by the interaction of Group and
Interpretation. All in all, being in the Greek population has a significantly positive effect
on the performance in passives for target production. The model is presented in Table 4.5.
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Predictor β SE z p
Best fit model structure: Target production ∼ Interpretation * Group + (1 |Target_items)
+ (1 |Participant_ID) (n = 1440)
Variance of participants’ random effect: 1.040 (SD = 1.020)
Variance of items’ random effect: 1.019 (SD = 1.010)
(Intercept) 0.796 0.778 1.024 .306
Group = GR 1.085 0.467 2.323 .01*
Group = UK -0.412 0.433 -0.953 .341
Active -0.174 0.880 -0.197 .843
Passive -0.150 1.074 -0.140 .889
Reflexive 0.251 1.078 0.233 .816
GR : Active 0.480 0.475 1.011 .312
UK : Active 0.280 0.429 0.654 .513
GR : Passive -1.606 0.541 -2.970 .001**
UK : Passive -0.248 0.514 -0.483 .629
GR : Reflexive -0.723 0.565 -1.280 .201
UK : Reflexive -0.924 0.528 -1.750 .080
Table 4.5 Logit mixed model analyses of accuracy scores in target production
Interaction of Group and Interpretation
We then performed pairwise comparisons to check if there were any more fine-grained
differences in the performance of the groups. Pairwise comparisons for the Greek-English
and Greek-German bilingual groups showed no significant differences (β = 0.831, SE =
0.867, z = 0.959, p = .337). This reflects the fact that the two groups of bilingual children
did not differ significantly from one another in how they performed in target production.
The results are reported in Table 4.6.
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Predictor β SE z p
Best fit model structure: Target production ∼ Interpretation * Group + (1 |Target_items)
+ (1 |Participant_ID) (n = 960)
Variance of participants’ random effect: 1.513 (SD = 1.230)
Variance of items’ random effect: 1.285 (SD = 1.133)
(Intercept) 0.832 0.868 0.959 .338
Group = UK -0.438 0.466 -0.939 .348
Active -0.189 0.978 -0.193 .847
Passive -0.1446 1.194 -0.121 .904
Reflexive 0.305 1.199 0.254 .799
UK : Active 0.291 0.4391 0.663 .508
UK : Passive -0.272 0.526 -0.517 .605
UK : Reflexive -1.014 0.544 -1.863 .063
Table 4.6 Logit mixed model analyses of accuracy scores in target production
Comparison of Greek-English and Greek-German bilinguals
Similarly, we performed pairwise comparisons for the Greek monolinguals and Greek-
German bilinguals which showed a significant difference in Group for Greek monolinguals
(β = 1.068, SE = 0.446, z = 2.293, p = .01). In addition to this, there was a significant
effect of passives for Greek children (β = -1.571, SE = 0.534, z = -2.940, p = .001). These
differences point in the direction of a different trajectory for the monolingual group: their
score in target production is confidently predicted by whether they belong to this group and
is significantly better than the score Greek-German bilinguals achieved in target production.
The model is presented in Table 4.7.
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Predictor β SE z p
Best fit model structure: Target production ∼ Interpretation * Group + (1 |Target_items)
+ (1 |Participant_ID) (n = 960)
Variance of participants’ random effect: 0.739 (SD = 0.860)
Variance of items’ random effect: 0.884 (SD = 0.940)
(Intercept) 0.768 0.727 1.056 .291
Group = GR 1.068 0.447 2.392 .01*
Active -0.172 0.826 -0.209 .835
Passive -0.148 1.007 -0.147 .883
Reflexive 0.267 1.013 0.264 .792
GR : Active 0.408 0.468 0.871 .384
GR : Passive -1.571 0.534 -2.940 .001**
GR : Reflexive -0.707 0.560 -1.262 .207
Table 4.7 Logit mixed model analyses of accuracy scores in target production
Comparison of Greek monolinguals and Greek-German bilinguals
Finally, we compared Greek monolinguals to Greek-English bilinguals. The pairwise
comparisons showed a significant effect for Group for Greek-English bilinguals (β =
-1.485, SE = 0.460, z = -3.230, p = .001). This is also reflected in Fig. 4.3c, confirming
that this group of bilinguals performed significantly worse in target production compared
to the Greek monolinguals. Also, it revealed a significant interaction of the Greek-English
bilingual group with Passive (β = 1.350, SE = 0.534, z = 2.526, p = .01) meaning that they
performed significantly worse in passives than their Greek peers. The model is presented
in Table 4.8. All in all, vocabulary was not the strongest predictor for this variable. Instead,
Group and Interpretation determined children’s performance in target production.
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Predictor β SE z p
Best fit model structure: Target production ∼ Interpretation * Group + (1 |Target_items)
+ (1 |Participant_ID) (n = 960)
Variance of participants’ random effect: 0.952 (SD = 0.976)
Variance of items’ random effect: 0.914 (SD = 0.956)
(Intercept) 1.866 0.762 2.449 .01*
Group = UK -1.486 0.460 -3.230 .001**
Active 0.290 0.865 0.355 .738
Passive -1.744 1.036 -1.684 .092
Reflexive -0.529 1.044 -0.507 .612
UK : Active -0.189 0.472 0.400 .689
UK : Passive 1.350 0.535 2.526 .01*
UK : Reflexive -0.130 0.552 -0.236 .814
Table 4.8 Logit mixed model analyses of accuracy scores in target production
Comparison of Greek monolinguals and Greek-English bilinguals
4.5.3 Target morphology scores
Next, I turn to the target morphology condition. We began by analysing the accuracy of
participants’ responses. Target morphology is applicable for those trials where the compre-
hension question was manipulated such that it was false. In this case, the children did not
produce the target verb but they did produce the target Nact morphology. To investigate
individual variation within each group for this condition, we plotted the proportion of
accurate comprehension scores for each child (%) across all experimental conditions, as
shown in Figure 4.4.
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(a) Total correct responses for target morphology in Greek
monolingual children
(b) Total correct responses for target morphology in
Greek-German bilingual children
(c) Total correct responses for target morphology in
Greek-English bilingual children
Fig. 4.4 Percentage of correct responses for target morphology across children populations
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The plots show that all children populations exhibited some variability, the Greek-English
bilinguals more than other groups. To explore this further, I turn to the GLMMs that were
built for this outcome variable. The random effects structure of all models included random
intercepts. The fixed effects were: (i) Group (Greek-English bilinguals vs. Greek-German
bilinguals vs. Greek monolinguals), (ii) Interpretation (3 levels: active vs. reflexive vs.
passive), and (iii) Vocabulary. Our random effects were: (i) Test items and (ii) Participants.
All variables were zero-centred to allow meaningful interpretation of effects. Random
effects for participants and items were included in all models to control for by-participant
and by-item variation within one model. This was run for all of the children groups.
The analysis revealed a significant effect of Group for the Greek monolinguals (β
= -0.992, SE = 0.502, z = -1.975, p = .01), meaning that being in the Greek population
has a significant effect on the performance of target morphology: monolinguals perform
significantly better. What is more, a significant interaction between the monolingual Group
and the Passive (β = -1.687, SE = 0.559, z = -3.018, p = .001) was revealed indicating that
the monolinguals performed significantly better in passives. Added to this, a significant
effect of Vocabulary (β = 0.084, SE = 0.011, z = 7.313, p < .001) was revealed meaning
that vocabulary was a strong predictor of overall performance in target morphology. After
exploring the interaction of Vocabulary and Interpretation, we explored the interaction of
Group and Interpretation and it revealed a significant effect of Group for the monolingual
children (β = 0.991, SE = 0.502, z = 1.975, p = .01) and a further interaction of the
monolingual group with the Passive (β = -1.687, SE = 0.559, z = -3.018, p = .001). That
is, being monolingual significantly affected the performance in passives for the target
morphology condition; it significantly improved their scores. The model that best fit the
data based on AIC, BIC, log likelihood was the last one. Namely, target morphology was
best predicted by the interaction of Group and Interpretation. The model is presented in
Table 4.9.
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Predictor β SE z p
Best fit model structure: Target morphology ∼ Interpretation * Group + (1 |Target_items)
+ (1 |Participant_ID) (n = 1440)
Variance of participants’ random effect: 1.486 (SD = 1.219)
Variance of items’ random effect: 0.779 (SD = 0.882)
(Intercept) 1.032 0.708 1.458 .145
Group = GR 0.992 0.502 1.975 .01*
Group = UK -0.443 0.469 -0.944 .345
Active 0.825 0.792 -1.042 .298
Passive -1.191 0.961 -0.199 .842
Reflexive 0.612 0.969 0.632 .528
GR : Active 0.463 0.518 0.894 .371
UK : Active 0.085 0.453 0.188 .851
GR : Passive -1.688 0.559 -3.018 .001**
UK : Passive -0.136 0.532 -0.255 .799
GR : Reflexive -0.670 0.598 -1.121 .262
UK : Reflexive -1.015 0.548 -1.852 .064
Table 4.9 Logit mixed model analyses of accuracy scores in target morphology
Interaction of Group and Interpretation
We then performed pairwise comparisons to see if there were any more fine-grained
differences in the performance of the groups. Pairwise comparisons for the Greek-English
and Greek-German bilingual groups showed no significant differences (β = 1.106, SE
= 0.794, z = 1.392, p = .163). This meant that both bilingual groups exhibited a similar
performance in this condition. The results are reported in Table 4.10.
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Predictor β SE z p
Best fit model structure: Target morphology ∼ Interpretation * Group + (1 |Target_items)
+ (1 |Participant_ID) (n = 960)
Variance of participants’ random effect: 2.103 (SD = 1.450)
Variance of items’ random effect: 1.000 (SD = 1.000)
(Intercept) 1.106 0.795 1.392 .164
Group = UK -0.479 0.508 -0.943 .346
Active 0.880 0.884 0.995 .320
Passive -0.198 1.073 -1.185 .854
Reflexive 0.654 1.082 0.605 .612
UK : Active -0.088 0.464 0.189 .850
UK : Passive -1.160 0.545 -0.294 .769
UK : Reflexive -0.091 0.562 -1.940 .814
Table 4.10 Logit mixed model analyses of accuracy scores in target morphology
Comparison of Greek-German and Greek-English bilinguals
Next, pairwise comparisons for the German-Greek bilinguals and Greek monolinguals
showed two significant effects. Firstly, there was a significant effect of Group for the
Greek monolinguals meaning that their performance in target morphology was predicted
by belonging to that group (β = 0.969, SE = 0.479, z = 2.042, p = .01). Secondly, the
interaction between the Group of monolinguals and Passive was significant (β = -1.641,
SE = 0.543, z = -3.024, p = .001) meaning that their performance in target morphology
was strongly predicted by the Passive. The results are reported in Table 4.11.
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Predictor β SE z p
Best fit model structure: Target morphology ∼ Interpretation * Group + (1 |Target_items)
+ (1 |Participant_ID) (n = 960)
Variance of participants’ random effect: 0.1.039 (SD = 1.019)
Variance of items’ random effect: 0.757 (SD = 0.870)
(Intercept) 1.012 0.689 1.470 .142
Group = GR 0.969 0.475 2.042 .01*
Active 0.785 0.781 1.006 .315
Passive -0.215 0.945 -0.228 .820
Reflexive 0.631 0.957 0.659 .510
GR : Active 0.483 0.521 0.928 .353
GR : Passive -1.641 0.543 -3.024 .001**
GR : Reflexive -0.641 0.597 -1.074 .283
Table 4.11 Logit mixed model analyses of accuracy scores in target morphology
Comparison of Greek-German and Greek monolinguals
Similarly, we performed pairwise comparisons for the Greek monolinguals and the Greek-
English bilinguals. The analysis revealed the performance in passives for Greek-English
children was significant (β = -1.545, SE = 0.501, z = -1518.9, p <.001). These effects
point in the direction of significance for passives. That, is passives can significantly predict
the bilingual children’s performance, The model is presented in Table 4.12.
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Predictor β SE z p
Best fit model structure: Target morphology ∼ Interpretation * Group + (1 |Target_items)
+ (1 |Participant_ID) (n = 960)
Variance of participants’ random effect: 1.364 (SD = 1.168)
Variance of items’ random effect: 0.478 (SD = 0.691)
(Intercept) 1.025 0.501 1427.9 .146
Group = UK 0.807 0.567 -1403.6 .034
Active 0.605 0.678 1086.9 .323
Passive -0.218 0.901 -1857.2 .081
Reflexive -0.131 0.601 128.9 .589
UK : Active -0.305 0.561 -299.5 .341
UK : Passive -1.545 0.501 1518.9 <.001***
UK : Reflexive -0.292 0.701 -287.1 .201
Table 4.12 Logit mixed model analyses of accuracy scores in target morphology
Comparison of Greek monolinguals and Greek-English bilinguals
4.5.4 Error distribution patterns
The TVJT focused on the comprehension of passives and reflexives. During the testing
sessions, some systematic errors were observed across populations for specific items. All
of the incorrect responses to the comprehension trials as well as those trials that had the
additional production layer were transcribed. An initial, exploratory inspection of these
incorrect responses uncovered a systematicity in incorrect judgements or productions made
by children for specific trials. We decided to explore these further qualitatively and to
investigate whether they reveal a systematic pattern that relates to the acquisition of the
nonactive Voice in Greek. Two main error patterns were observed:
1. a passive item being erroneously comprehended as reflexive
2. verbs with Nact morphology underwent a stem alternation
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In particular, given the underspecification of the Greek Non-active Voice, children in this
task demonstrated a tendency to interpret one of the passive items as reflexive, as seen in
Fig. 4.5. In item 9, the video clip shows the teddy bear being dried off by the boy. The







‘The teddy bear was dried off’
Greek-German bilinguals comprehended the sentence inaccurately (40%) of the time,
Greek-English bilinguals (60%) of the time, and Greek monolinguals (55%) of the time.







‘The little boy dried himself’
Regarding the second type of error, we found that particularly for the item gargaliude
(= they are tickling each other), children often produced gargalizo which is not a verb
in Greek. Moreover, for the item filithikan (= they kissed), they often produced filistikan
which is again not a verb in Greek and, lastly, for the item plithike, they often produced
plistike. An insightful explanation can be found in Alexiadou et al. (2015, pp. 109-
110). They have put forward "that morphology is sensitive to the syntactic and not the
semantic properties of Voice, i.e. to the properties active vs. non-active and not thematic
vs. expletive ... but active Voice may, in principle, trigger a stem alternation in some
Germanic causatives in pairs like rise vs. raise, lie vs. lay in English and versinken vs.
versenken. Hence, they assume "that in those cases the presence of Voice triggers a stem
alternation within the Spell Out of the verbalizer v." In this case it would be that children
across populations (UK = 18 tokens, DE = 15 tokens, GR = 9 tokens) make use of the
verbaliser -izo in Greek.
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(a) Greek monolinguals (b) Greek-German bilinguals
(c) All children
(d) Greek-English bilinguals (e) Adults
Fig. 4.5 Average comprehension scores across groups
4.6 Results II: The act-out task
Next, I delineate the GLMMs that were built to best fit the data. For each result, I report
the coefficient and its level of significance for each independent variable that was added to
the model as a predictor. As in linear regressions, mixed logit models return a coefficient
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value for each contrast in the model. Coefficients in mixed logit models are given in
log-odds (the space in which mixed logit models are fitted to the data). Significant positive
coefficients show that a correct answer is more likely in the tested level of the variable than
in the other (Jaeger, 2008).
4.6.1 Accuracy scores
We began by analysing the accuracy of participants’ re-enactments. To investigate individ-
ual variation within each group for this condition, we plotted the proportion of accurate
re-enactments for each child (%) across all experimental conditions, as shown in Figure 4.6.
The plots show that Greek monolinguals perform at ceiling, the Greek-English bilinguals
demonstrate a similar pattern while the Greek-German bilinguals show more variability in
certain items. Next, I turn to the GLMMs that were fitted for all of the variables of interest
in the data. The random effects structure of all models included random intercepts. The
fixed effects were: (i) Group (Greek-English bilinguals vs. Greek-German bilinguals vs.
Greek monolinguals) and (ii) Interpretation (3 levels: active vs. reflexive vs. passive). Our
random effects were: (i) Test items and (ii) Participants. All variables were zero-centred
to allow meaningful interpretation of effects. Random effects for participants and items
were included in all models to control for by-participant and by-item variation within one
model. This was run for all of the children groups.
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(a) Total correct responses for target morphology in Greek
monolingual children
(b) Total correct responses for target morphology in
Greek-German bilingual children
(c) Total correct responses for target morphology in
Greek-English bilingual children
Fig. 4.6 Percentage of correct re-enactments across children populations
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After exploring different fits and interactions, this simpler model was found to be the
best fit to the data. The analysis revealed a significant effect of Passive (β = -4.374, SE
= 1.571, z = -2.784, p = .001). This reflected that passives were a strong predictor of the
re-enactments for all of the children populations. In fact, passives constituted the condition
with which children struggled the most. The model is presented in Table 4.13.
Predictor β SE z p
Best fit model structure: Target re-enactments ∼ Interpretation + Group + (1 |Target_items)
+ (1 |Participant_ID) (n = 2160)
Variance of participants’ random effect: 0.879 (SD = 0.938)
Variance of items’ random effect: 2.306 (SD = 1.518)
(Intercept) 6.255 1.327 4.715 <.001***
Group = GR 0.460 0.387 1.188 .235
Group = UK 0.255 0.380 0.671 .502
Re-enactment : Active 0.640 1.491 0.429 .668
Re-enactment : Passive -4.374 1.571 -2.784 .001**
Re-enactment : Reflexive -2.090 1.605 -1.302 .193
Table 4.13 Logit mixed model analyses of accuracy in target re-enactments
Having found this main effect of Passive, we then performed pairwise comparisons
to see if there were any more fine-grained differences in the performance of the groups.
Pairwise comparisons for the Greek-English and Greek-German bilingual groups showed
a significant effect of Passives (β = -4.053, SE = 1.498, z = -2.706, p = .001) meaning
that both groups showed difficulties with the comprehension of passives. The results are
reported in Table 4.14.
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Predictor β SE z p
Best fit model structure: Target re-enactments ∼ Interpretation + Group + (1 |Target_items)
+ (1 |Participant_ID) (n = 1440)
Variance of participants’ random effect: 1.066 (SD = 1.033)
Variance of items’ random effect: 1.998 (SD = 1.414)
(Intercept) 5.956 1.282 4.647 <.001***
Group = UK 0.235 0.390 0.602 .547
Re-enactment : Active 0.648 1.429 0.454 .650
Re-enactment : Passive -4.054 1.498 -2.706 .001**
Re-enactment : Reflexive -1.981 1.528 -1.297 .195
Table 4.14 Logit mixed model analyses of accuracy in target re-enactments
Comparison of Greek-English bilinguals and Greek-German bilinguals
Next, pairwise comparisons for the Greek-English bilinguals and the Greek monolin-
guals showed no significant effects (β = 23.258, SE = 7156.3, z = 0.003, p = .997). The
results are reported in Table 4.15.
Predictor β SE z p
Best fit model structure: Target re-enactments ∼ Interpretation + Group + (1 |Target_items)
+ (1 |Participant_ID) (n = 1440)
Variance of participants’ random effect: 0.250 (SD = 0.500)
Variance of items’ random effect: 3.771 (SD = 1.942)
(Intercept) 23.358 7156.337 0.003 .997
Group = UK -0.210 0.338 -0.620 .535
Re-enactment : Active -3.492 7192.528 0.000 1.000
Re-enactment : Passive -21.290 7156.337 -0.003 .998
Re-enactment : Reflexive -18.399 7156.337 -0.003 .998
Table 4.15 Logit mixed model analyses of accuracy in target re-enactments
Comparison of Greek monolinguals and Greek-English bilinguals
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Similarly, we performed pairwise comparisons for the Greek monolinguals and the Greek-
German bilingual groups; there was a significant effect of Passive (β = -3.871, SE = 1.621,
z = -2.387, p = .01) which meant that their performance in target production was predicted
by the passive condition. In other words, passives still pose a challenge for children. The
results are reported in Table 4.16.
Predictor β SE z p
Best fit model structure: Target re-enactments ∼ Interpretation + Group + (1 |Target_items)
+ (1 |Participant_ID) (n = 1440)
Variance of participants’ random effect: 1.111 (SD = 1.054)
Variance of items’ random effect: 2.453 (SD = 1.566)
(Intercept) 6.018 1.373 4.384 <.001***
Group = GR 456 0.408 1.119 .263
Re-enactment : Active 0.651 1.524 0.427 .669
Re-enactment : Passive -3.872 1.622 -2.387 .01*
Re-enactment : Reflexive -1.931 1.655 -1.167 .243
Table 4.16 Logit mixed model analyses of accuracy in target re-enactments
Comparison of Greek monolinguals and Greek-German bilinguals
4.6.2 Error distribution patterns
Similarly to the TVJT, during the testing sessions, some systematic errors were observed
across populations for specific items. All of the incorrect responses to the act-out trials
were transcribed. An initial, exploratory inspection of these incorrect responses uncovered
a systematicity in incorrect re-enactments performed by children for specific trials. We
decided to explore these further qualitatively and to investigate whether they reveal a
systematic pattern that relates to the acquisition of the nonactive Voice in Greek. Two main
error patterns were observed in this task:
• Non-target re-enactments of a specific passive item
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• Non-target re-enactments of a specific reflexive item
To begin with, the distribution of accuracy per item for all three stories that were
included in the act-out task are presented together in Fig. 4.7. Upon inspection, item 4








‘The washbasin was dried off’
Interestingly, all children groups seemed to struggle with this item. In fact, Greek-English
bilinguals were accurate 52.5% of the time, Greek-German bilinguals = 52.5 % of the
time and Greek monolinguals = 47.5% of the time. One reason for this could have to do
with the design of the item itself. The subject DP in the story up until item 4 is Giorgakis
and the change to an inanimate DP, without a transition sentence, makes it a very marked
choice and potentially creates a reference continuity problem. Perhaps if the subject was
introduced with a filler item, children would have more time to compute the change in
subject.
The next item in which children seemed to not perform well was 15 which was included








‘Mum leaned over the chair’
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In this item, Greek-English bilinguals were accurate 82.5% of the time, Greek-German
bilinguals = 77.5% of the time and Greek monolinguals 87.5% of the time. One reason for
this could have to do with the use of the verb in that specific context. Perhaps accuracy
would have improved if the experimenter had added more context as to why ‘mum’
performed that action.
(a) Greek monolinguals (b) Greek-German bilinguals
(c) All children
(d) Greek-English bilinguals (e) Adults
Fig. 4.7 Average comprehension scores across groups
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4.7 Interim summary
The coding and scoring schemes applied to the raw data to prepare it for the statistical
analyses resulted in three outcome variables for the TVJT. Namely, the comprehen-
sion, the target production, and the target morphology condition. Similarly for the
AOT, it resulted in one main outcome variable; that of correct re-enactments.
GLMMs were preferred for the analysis of our binomial variables.
The main findings of our two experimental tasks. Namely, the TVJT and the AOT
revealed main effects of significance for predictors such as Vocabulary, Group, and
Passives. A number of GLMMs were explored in order to ascertain the best fit to the
data.
The TVJT revealed a significant effect of Vocabulary which is the best predictor of
children’s accuracy on the comprehension condition. Interpretation, Group, and
Passive proved to be the most significant predictors of children’s performance in
target production and target morphology. All of the models along with descriptive
graphs of the data were presented.
Two error patterns were discussed for the TVJT: one which involved a passive item and
one which involved stem alternations in Greek.
The AOT revealed a significant effect of Passive. It was shown that children across
populations seem to struggle with the passive interpretation. The model along with
descriptive graphs were presented.
Two error patterns were discussed for the AOT: one which involve a passive item and
one which involved a reflexive item.
In the next chapter, I discuss the main findings in more detail. I also address the strengths




The present study investigated whether bilingual Greek-English and Greek-German chil-
dren between the ages of four and eight understand and produce passives and reflexives
in Greek given the Greek Nact syncretism and compared them to monolingual Greek
children.
The study offers four major findings:
1. Children across populations performed worst in the passive conditions
2. Passive sentences were often erroneously interpreted as reflexive
3. Bilingual children showed no delay in comparison to their monolingual peers
4. Vocabulary is the strongest predictor of children’s performance on the Greek Nact
This dissertation shows that across populations, children are most challenged by passives.
Interestingly, there is no difference between bilingual and monolingual groups in compre-
hension scores for either of the tasks. Pairwise comparisons for investigating fine-grained
differences among the three groups consistently indicate that vocabulary is the strongest
predictor of performance in that condition along with passives. The monolinguals show a
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small advantage for target production and target morphology but this is to be expected as
they live in a Greek environment.
With respect to passives, this dissertation shows that bilingual children coming from
two different linguistic backgrounds (in terms of the morphosyntax of Voice) perform
poorly in items that test the passive. Further to this, they do not show an advantage in
‘disambiguating’ the Greek Non-active morphology because of their ‘other’ language.
Indeed, bilingual children seems to be on par with their monolingual peers. Specifically,
all bilingual children showed a tendency to interpret passives as reflexives (even when the
subject of the sentence was inanimate). This supports accounts that speak of a maturational
account and claim that these structures will eventually become available to the child.
At the same time, we found that vocabulary predicts accuracy which gives support to
frequency-based accounts that support the significance of input. In that sense, one could
expect that more systematic exposure to Greek may lead to better performance in Nact,
as it is shown in production variables in the case of the monolingual children. In other
words, input matters. Indeed, Greek children achieved an accuracy score of 76.9% in the
vocabulary task while Greek-German bilinguals achieved an accuracy score of 46.8% and
Greek-English bilinguals achieved an accuracy score of 50.9%. These differences are
clearly reflected in their production skills.
Another way of looking at the findings specifically for passives is that being bilingual
does not seem to delay the children any more than it does monolinguals. Contrary to one
of the predictions, bilingual children do not seem to have an advantage due to the fact
that their other language lacks a syncretism comparable to that of the Greek Nact. We
had predicted that the saliency of a structure may aid its acquisition in another language.
Rather, it seems to be the case that certain interpretations like the reflexive in German are
acquired early and seem to be generally easier since they do not involve re-assignment
of theta-roles but they do not aid children in disambiguating Nact morphology. It is still
important to note that bilingual children are not performing significantly worse than their
Greek peers. That is, despite acquiring two languages with two different morphosyntactic
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ways of expressing Voice, children do not seem to be delayed just as they do not seem to
have an advantage compared to their monolingual peers.
Furthermore, we did not find that children performed significantly better in any of the
other verb types included in the study. The overarching result was that passives seem to be
challenging for children in our age-range. Monolingual children performed slightly better
than the bilinguals but they did not exhibit adult-like mastery. Both bilingual groups made
a similar number of morphosyntactic errors whereby they attribute active Voice to Nact
verbs.
With respect to research question 3.2.1, we were able to replicate the results of many
previous studies in L1 acquisition of passives. Namely, we found that Greek Nact passives
are hard to comprehend for all children regardless of whether they are bilingual or not.
Almost all of our conditions revealed a main effect for passives due to the poor performance
children exhibited in those items. We predicted that bilinguals would struggle with the
syncretism but we did not have a directional hypothesis as to what pattern this would
manifest in. Bilingual children do not seem to be more sensitive to Nact earlier than their
monolingual peers. Rather as far as comprehension in both tasks is concerned, vocabulary
seems to play a central role in their performance in Nact for the TVJT whereas AOT
indicates a main effect of passives, reflecting that passives were the hardest structure to
re-enact. However, as it was pointed out, the low scores in some of the passive items, in
AOT in particular, could be explained due to a methodological flaw in the story for which
the low scores were obtained. In terms of production, bilingual children seem to perform
worse in both target production and target morphology which further confirms that they
are not sensitive to Nact ahead of their peers. With respect to research question 3.2.2,
children across populations have a tendency to attribute a reflexive interpretation to the
Nact syncretism. Our results showed that children’s performance was greatly predicted by
the size of their vocabulary. Once we added vocabulary as a predictor in the model, we
found an interaction with passives. This indicated that the bigger the vocabulary size, the
better the performance in passives.
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With regard to research question 3.2.3, we could not detect a bilingual advantage in the
acquisition of Voice or particular instances of crosslinguistic influence. However, bilinguals
were definitely worse performers in the production conditions. The fact that the bilingual
children were acquiring another language that does not share the Greek syncretism, did
not appear to give them a boost. Finally, with respect to research question 3.2.4, exploring
how children performed in the comprehension condition of the TVJT, it was shown that
accuracy in the passive trials was, across the board, the one condition in which all three
populations perform very poorly. This is consistent with previous reports of non-mastery
before the age of eight in some cases.
5.2 Strengths of the present study
This is, to my knowledge, the first study to focus on the acquisition of transitivity al-
ternations by looking at these two specific bilingual groups and linguistic combinations.
A number of studies have focused on a wide range of languages for L1 acquisition but
very few have actually looked at the development of transitivity alternations in bilinguals.
Apart from the pilot studies Zombolou and Alexiadou (2012a) conducted in Germany with
Greek-German bilinguals investigating the same phenomenon, there is a dearth of studies,
both on the acquisition of Voice crosslinguistically or any aspect of language acquisition,
by bilingual children with a Greek background.
This dissertation shows that vocabulary in bilingual children with Greek as one of
their languages, predicts sensitivity to Voice. In other words, more exposure to Greek can
lead to a better understanding of the syncretism. More importantly, the L2 does not affect
how bilingual children process the Greek Nact. Nact was found to be hard to understand
even by the older children in the study. It also shows that bilingual children face the same
challenge as monolingual children in terms of comprehending passives. As it has been
noted, homogeneity within bilingual populations can be very challenging and most studies
have a modest sample size; the sample of this study is quite large and quite representative
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of its populations. Finally, the studies that have investigated bilingual speakers have
mostly focused on the phonological aspects of their grammar while this study focused
on grammatical morphosyntactic structures in an attempt to pinpoint how the bilingual
grammar develops. In order to look at the acquisition of language at large, and specific
structures at the micro-level, we should investigate the acquisition of these structures
in children with different linguistic backgrounds. This study has addressed this gap by
investigating these three populations in conjunction. The findings of this dissertation do
not only contribute to the gap in the literature but also to the bilingual communities.
5.3 Limitations of the present study
As it was pointed out (see Sections 3.5 for the TVJT and 3.6 for the AOT rationale), like
all experimental tasks, these too have certain disadvantages. For one thing, the TVJT can
be time-consuming, resulting in lack of concentration or simply lack of interest on the
part of the child. Its length also imposes logistical limitations because time is normally
restricted, especially when working with children populations and having to visit them
at their schools or at their homes. For this reason, we were only able to include 12 test
trials in the TVJT which, in turn, meant that each verb type was tested through four trials.
In order to offset that, and as it is recommended in Crain and Thornton (1998, p. 213),
data from more children could have increased the power of our statistical computations
and may have disentangled certain interactions. As for the materials themselves, as it was
pointed out in the discussion that two of the AOT items could have been honed more in
order to be less marked.
Furthermore, it would have been useful to collect information regarding the children’s
schooling; contextualising their abilities in relation to what type of school they were
attending (if they were receiving any support classes and, if yes, how frequently), would
have aided in disentangling why they performed worse in the baseline task. One could
argue that their poor performance is not a question of Voice acquisition but of bilingualism.
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Thus, employing questionnaires that are more sensitive to language dominance could
have helped us build an even more accurate picture of their environment and the overall
consistent exposure they have to Greek in their daily lives.
In this study, I matched the different populations based on their chronological age.
A different matching strategy, for instance, based on the size of their vocabulary might
have divulged a different performance in Nact verbs. Bilinguals were expected to have a
more limited vocabulary since they live in a country other than Greece and are constantly
exposed to either a German or an English environment. On the other hand, monolinguals
are accordingly expected to have a much richer vocabulary. Another idea might have been
to match them on receptive vocabulary in addition to the expressive vocabulary we used.
This would have given us a better idea of their knowledge of Greek. Having said that, it
is, logistically speaking, a challenge to find balanced bilinguals and control for a number
of different variables in a short span of time. Another way of improving this study would
have been by developing more material for stimuli in order to get a clearer picture of the
differences among the groups and, additionally, more power for statistical purposes.
5.4 Future directions
Psycholinguistic research can also inform educational research interested
in the effects of language interaction and performance differences between
native speakers, children and adults, with the potential to apply its findings to
instruction programmes for L2 learners (Hatzidaki et al., 2018, p. 491)
This quote contextualises psycholinguistic research within a broader context, one that
pertains more so to the populations that are being tested. Psycholinguistic studies are not
only conducted to benefit and inform theoretical accounts of language acquisition but can
also have pedagogical relevance.
Bilingual children are known to lag behind their peers in certain stages of their linguistic
development. In fact, bilingualism is sometimes seen as a language impairment. It would
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be of significance and great interest not only for linguistic purposes but also for the society
at large to perhaps compare bilingual children with Greek as one of their languages to
Greek children with Developmental Language Disorder (matched in vocabulary). Do their
Voice systems develop similarly? Can we pinpoint if there are any differences in the way
they acquire morphosyntactic structures like the Nact?
The next step in this study specifically would be to recruit two more monolingual
groups, one with L1 German and one with L1 English so that we can have a baseline
as to how they perform in the same tasks and then test the bilingual children in both of
their languages. Additionally, a longitudinal study could shed light on the developmental
path children follow from birth. Another interesting idea would be to look into avoidance
strategies for those bilinguals who do not produce Nact accurately. Moreover, seeing as
children within the age range of this study (4-8) still face difficulties with passives, perhaps
increasing the age range would give us a more representative sample of bilinguals.
Finally, in this study we only explored the active-passive and reflexive alternations. In
future studies, it would be interesting to look at anticausatives as well and to test children
in their other (and sometimes dominant) language. That way we would be able to compare
if the children who make more mistakes in Greek also make more mistakes in their other
language. That, in turn, would allow us to assess their performance in one language and
compare it to their performance in their other language.
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138 Consent forms, information sheets and questionnaires
139
140 Consent forms, information sheets and questionnaires
Fig. A.1 Information sheet and consent form in Greek used in Berlin, Germany to recruit
Greek-German bilinguals
This was given to the parents who consented to participate in the study
141
142 Consent forms, information sheets and questionnaires
143
Fig. A.2 Information sheet and consent form in German used in Berlin, Germany to recruit
Greek-German bilinguals
This was given to the parents who consented to participate in the study
144 Consent forms, information sheets and questionnaires
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148 Consent forms, information sheets and questionnaires
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Fig. A.3 Questionnaire for Greek-German bilinguals in Greek used in Berlin, Germany
This was given to the parents who consented to participate in the study
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154 Consent forms, information sheets and questionnaires
Fig. A.4 Questionnaire for Greek-German bilinguals in German used in Berlin, Germany
This was given to the parents who consented to participate in the study
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156 Consent forms, information sheets and questionnaires
Fig. A.5 Information sheet in Greek used in Cambridge and London, UK to recruit
Greek-English bilinguals
This was given to the parents who consented to participate in the study
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Fig. A.6 Consent form in Greek used in Cambridge and London, UK to recruit
Greek-English bilinguals
This was given to the parents who consented to participate in the study
158 Consent forms, information sheets and questionnaires
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Fig. A.7 Information sheet in English used in Cambridge and London, UK to recruit
Greek-English bilinguals
This was given to the parents who consented to participate in the study
160 Consent forms, information sheets and questionnaires
Fig. A.8 Consent form in English used in Cambridge and London, UK to recruit
Greek-English bilinguals
This was given to the parents who consented to participate in the study
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162 Consent forms, information sheets and questionnaires
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166 Consent forms, information sheets and questionnaires
Fig. A.9 Questionnaire for Greek-English bilinguals in Greek used in Cambridge and
London, UK
This was given to the parents who consented to participate in the study
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168 Consent forms, information sheets and questionnaires
169
170 Consent forms, information sheets and questionnaires
171
Fig. A.10 Questionnaire for Greek-English bilinguals in English used in Cambridge and
London, UK
This was given to the parents who consented to participate in the study
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Appendix B
Test items and other materials
Table B.1 TVJT items in order of appearance




True NA animate Active Trial
2
I Mama eklise to psigio






O Mpampas ekapse to vivlio
= Dad burnt the book
True NA animate Active Trial
4
O Dimitrakis gargalise to arkoudaki







= Dimitrakis washed himself
True NA animate Non-active IR
6
I kuries agaliastikan
= The ladies hugged each other
True NA animate Non-active F
7
O Dimitrakis plithike






O antras ke i gineka pantreftikan
= The man and the woman got married
True NA animate Non-active F
9
To arkudaki skupistike
= The teddy bear was wiped
True NA inanimate Non-active P
10
To lagudaki katharise to parathiro







= Dimitrakis combed himself
True NA animate Non-active IR
12
To paputsi ksekolise
= The shoe (sole) came off
True NA animate Active F
175
Item no Puppet sentence True or false Target production Subject animacy Target Voice Condition
13
To arkudaki plithike







= The bathtub was filled up
True NA inanimate Active F
15
O papus kratithike apo tin skepi
= Grandpa held himself from the roof
True NA animate Non-active R
16
I porta eklise














= The bathtub was emptied
False
gemise










O Dimitrakis eskase tin roda






O Dimitrakis vgike apo to spiti






To lagudaki lerothike apo tin laspi
= The bunny was stained by the mud
True NA animate Non-active F
23
To arkudaki htenistike
= The teddy bear was combed
True NA animate Non-active P
24
I mama tripithike apo tin velona
= Mum pricked herself with the needle
True NA animate Non-active F
25
O Dimitrakis epline ta dontia tu






To pithikaki htipise to lagudaki







= The puppy licked itself
True NA animate Non-active R
28
Ta pedia agaliastikan
= The kids hugged each other
False
gargalithikan
= tickled each other
animate Non-active F
IR = inherently reflexive items, R = reflexive items, P = passive items, F = filler items.
Target production applies only for the false statements.
Target Voice is determined by the target production verb otherwise by the sentences uttered by the puppet.
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Table B.2 AOT items in order of appearance
Item no Test items Subject animacy Condition
1
I Ana ke i mama agaliastikan
= Anna and mum hugged each other
animate Trial
2
I Ana gemise to kuti
= Anna filled the box
animate Trial
3
I mama klotsise to kuti
= Mum kicked the box
animate Trial
4
O Giorgakis sikothike apo to krevati
= Giorgakis got up from bed
animate F
5
O Giorgakis plithike sto niptira
= Giorgakis washed himself in the sink
animate IR
6
O Giorgakis forese tis padofles tu
= Giorgakis put on his slippers
animate F
7
O niptiras skupistike apo ton Giorgaki




= A dragon appeared
animate F
9
O Giorgakis kriftike piso apo tin dulapa
= Giorgakis hid behind the wardrobe
animate R
10
I Ana ksistike me tin vurtsa
= Anna scratched herself with the brush
animate R
11
I Ana forese tin fusta tis
= Anna put on her skirt
animate F
12
I Ana htenistike brosta sto kathrefti
= Anna combed in front of the mirror
animate IR
177
Item no Test items Subject animacy Condition
13
I Ana erikse to aroma tis pano sto hali
= Anna dropped the perfume on the carpet
animate F
14
To hali plithike apo tin Ana
= The carpet was washed by Anna
inanimate P
15 I Ana katharise ton kathrefti animate F
16
I mama ntithike
= Mum got dressed
animate IR
17
I mama piastike apo tin karekla
= Mum ’leaned’ on the chair
animate R
18
To skilaki anevike stin karekla
= The dog climbed on the chair
animate F
19
To skilaki htenistike apo tin mama
= The dog was combed
animate P
20
I mama filise to skilaki
= Mum kissed the dog
animate F
IR = inherently reflexive items, R = less frequent reflexive items, P = passive items, F = filler
items.
Condition here refers to the target re-enactment.
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Fig. B.1 "Elenitsa," the frog puppet used for TVJT
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Table B.3 Greek AOT stories in order of appearance with their English translations





O Giorgakis sikothike apo to krevati.
Meta o Giorgakis plithike sto niptira.
Otan teliose, o Giorgakis forese tis pantofles tu.
O niptiras skupistike.
Ksafnika emfanistike enas drakos ke o Giorgakis kriftike piso apo tin ntulapa.
English
translation
Giorgakis got up from bed.
Then Giorgakis washed himself at the sink.
When he finished, Giorgakis put on his slippers.
The sink was dried.
Suddenly a dragon appeared and Giorgakis hid behind the warbrobe.




I Ana ksistike me tin vurtsa.
Meta I Ana forese tin fusta tis.
Epita I Ana htenistike brosta sto kathrefti.
Kata lathos i Ana erikse to aroma tis pano sto hali.
To hali plithike me sapuni.
Sto telos i Ana katharise ton kathrefti me ena pani.
English
translation
Anna scratched herself with a brush.
Then Anna put on her skirt.
Afterwards Anna combed in front of the mirror.
Accidentally Anna spilled her perfume on the carpet.
The carpet was washed with soap.




I mama anikse tin dulapa.
I mama ntithike.
Meta I mama piastike apo tin karekla.
To skilaki anevike stin karekla kai meta to skilaki htenistike me tin htena.
I mama filise to skilaki.
English
translation
Mum opened the wardrobe.
Mum got dressed.
Then mum "leaned" on the chair.
The dog climbed on the chair and then the dog was combed with the brush.
Mum kissed the dog.
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Fig. B.2 The toys that were given to the participants for each story

